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Abstract

This paper seeks to explore the influence of international, European and national environmental law on the English planning system. It will examine how far the wide aspirations for “spatial planning” have been realised in the environmental sphere. It contends that “soft law” and policy statements may well have had as much impact on the decision-making process as coercive laws, and that what has been achieved is a process of structuring decision-making. It argues that the corpus of environmental law has had two important effects at the level of substantive planning law, in expanding the scope of the planning system while narrowing the discretion of decision-makers. The impact of EU environmental law has also had a profound effect upon the ability of persons successfully to challenge planning decisions in the high court. It explains why further work in this direction is probably desirable. Lastly, it calls for cross-disciplinary empirical research into the impact of existing laws upon the decision-making process.

Introduction

The subject matter given to me by your Conference Committee is extremely daunting in its sheer scale. Indeed, I am reminded about what Douglas Adams said about “space”: “Space is big. Really big. You just won’t believe how vastly, hugely, mind-bogglingly big it is. I mean, you may think it’s a long way down the road to the chemist’s, but that’s just peanuts to space.” Defining even the outer bounds of this topic is fraught with difficulty. However, fortified again by some other words of the great Douglas Adams that: “The impossible often has a kind of integrity which the merely improbable lacks,” I have sought to embrace the challenge set me.

Environmental Law

In assessing the impact of environmental law upon town and country planning decision-making it is important to examine what we mean by “environmental law”. Whilst Albert Einstein’s definition that “the environment is everything that isn’t me” is perhaps too wide, it nonetheless reflects its wide canvass. There have been various legal attempts to define what is meant by the environment.¹ Section 1(2) of the Environmental Protection Act 1990, defines the “environment” as consisting “of all, or any, of the [media] the air, water and land; and the medium of air includes the air within buildings and the air within other natural or man-made structures above or below ground.”

¹ I am grateful to David Graham, Barrister, FTB, Francis Taylor Building for his assistance in the production of this paper. The usual disclaimers apply.
² The UN Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-Making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters commonly known as the “The Aarhus Convention” seeks to grapple with the meaning of the environment when defining “environmental information”. Article 2(3) stated “Environmental information” means any information in written, visual, aural, electronic or any other material form on: (a) The state of elements of the environment, such as air and atmosphere, water, soil, land, landscape and natural sites, biological diversity and its components, including genetically modified organisms, and the interaction among these elements; (b) Factors, such as substances, energy, noise and radiation, and activities or measures, including administrative measures, environmental agreements, policies, legislation, plans and programmes, affecting or likely to affect the elements of the environment within the scope of subpara.(a) above, and cost-benefit and other economic analyses and assumptions used in environmental decision-making; (c) The state of human health and safety, conditions of human life, cultural sites and built structures, inasmuch as they are or may be affected by the state of the elements of the environment or, through these elements, by the factors, activities or measures referred to in subpara.(b) above;
The practice of environmental law too spans a vast array of legal disciplines, from public law, European Union, property and criminal law to the torts of nuisance and negligence. Environmental law is a complex and interlocking body of international treaties (conventions), statutes, regulations, and common law or national legislation (where applicable) that operates to regulate the interaction of humanity and the natural environment, toward the purpose of reducing the impacts of human activity. The discipline however may very broadly be divided into two major subjects: pollution control and remediation, and resource conservation and management.

*Town and Country Planning Law*

Indeed, on one view, planning law might simply be said to be a form of environmental law concerned with the management of natural resources, but I do not think that would be entirely right, at least not, as far as the origins of planning law in this country are concerned. True, it has always been the case that the system governed by the Town and Country Planning Acts has had a profound influence in regulating our environment, even if that was not its expressed intention and it is particularly interesting to note that in 1923 the “new” concept of town planning was a function of the Ministry of Health. But I think John Alder’s introduction to his seminal work *Development Control* got it about right when he said:

“Few people would deny that in this crowded island it is proper for Government to impose restrictions upon the way land is used. What is controversial is the form such restrictions should take and the extent to which the ordinary citizen should have a say in the matter. Since 1947 there has been in force a system of town and country planning which is probably the most sophisticated in the world. The Town and Country Planning Act 1947 conferred wide discretionary powers upon local and central government to prohibit undesirable use of land by private landowners, and more restricted powers to take positive steps to ensure that land is used for projects which are thought desirable in the public interest …”

“Development control” is one core aspect of planning law, something which Alder called “essentially a method of licensing …” whereby the licensing authority, more commonly known as “the planning authority”, was given a wide discretion. Over the years environmental law in particular that derived from the European Union has to some extent prescribed that wide discretion given to planning authorities by the traditional English planning system. An obvious example is the Habitats Directive and the limits imposed upon the granting consent for development that would adversely affect a European protected area. As Lord Carnwath has recently said of the Habitats Directive:

“It is particularly significant for the town and country planning systems in the United Kingdom because it imposes obligations not only on how the decision-making process must be carried out but also on the decision making outcome.”

But the influence of environmental law both in terms of hard and soft law goes simply beyond the regulatory and development control field. It has always been the case that the system governed by the Town and Country Planning Acts has had a profound influence on our environment. It is perhaps not so much that the interplay of environmental law with land use planning has only recently occurred; it is rather that the nature of the discussion has changed. The planning system pre-dates environmentalism as we understand that term today. It is striking that if we look at the bare bones of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, it is above all a set of procedures and regulatory tools. It required permission for carrying out building, engineering or similar operations. It did not specify the policy content of the plans. Nowhere in

---

2 See Ministerial Circular 368 of 1923.
that statute was environmental protection expressed to be an objective of the system. The legislation was, for the most part, more or less value-neutral. It left it to the plan-makers to decide their own priorities.

Other, parallel legislation existed which served to protect the natural environment, although any protective effect was usually a by-product of a desire to achieve other goals such as the protection of health, property or amenity. The Green Belt (London and Home Counties) Act 1938; the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949; the Public Health Acts; the Clean Air Act 1956 and its successors such as the Control of Pollution Act 1974; the licensing regulations; and the common law of nuisance all regulated different aspects of the environment. But it is fair to say that these other measures were however by and large reactive. Marie-Louise Larsson is thus probably correct when she says:

“Before the Brundtland Report was published the discussion centered [sic] on an issue-by-issue approach and environmental threats were thought of as rather distinct. Today, ecology and development are clearly linked to gain ‘sustainable development’. Environmental issues are to be integrated into all other discussions in line with a ‘multi-media’ approach, and efforts are made to change consumer behaviour.”

This paper examines how environmental law has increasingly impacted upon planning decisions in terms of dictating outcomes by a process of integration driven to a significant extent by the implementation of international law and in particular EU law. It sketches out some of the trends, and touches on some of the challenges involved in integrating environmental law requirements with the decision-making process that is carried out pursuant to planning law.

**European and international environmental influences on aspirations for the planning system**

If we take a step back and consider the international influences on our planning system, we can identify three significant trends. The first is the elevation of the concept of “sustainable development”; the second is the increasing emphasis on public involvement in environmental decisions; and the third is the adoption of a philosophy of “spatial planning”. Each trend in turn has had repercussions on the manner in which decisions are expected to be made under our system of planning law.

**The discourse of sustainable development and the Rio Convention**

Perhaps the most important trend in terms of the impact of environmental law in planning law has been the adoption of the discourse of “sustainable development”. This, of course, stems from the Brundtland definition:

“Sustainable development seeks to meet the needs and aspirations of the present without compromising the ability to meet those of the future.”

At the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, the United Kingdom subscribed to the declaration which proclaimed:

“In order to achieve sustainable development, environmental protection shall constitute an integral part of the development process and cannot be considered in isolation from it.”

---

5 The privileged position given to agricultural development in the post WWII planning legislation being an exception.


7 Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development: Our Common Future (OUP, 1987), Ch.1 para.49, but which although appearing in the NPPF does not apparently expressly form part of the government’s definition of “sustainable development.” (On the precautionary principle as applied to planning see further Lee, Precautionary Tales: Risks, Regulation and Precautionary Principle Ch.9 in Economics Ethics & the Environment Boswall & Lee (eds) (Cavendish, 2002).
It further declared that:

“the precautionary approach shall be widely applied by States according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation.”

The United Kingdom also committed itself to the Rio Convention on Biodiversity (“CBD”). Article 6 of the Convention states:

“Each Contracting Party shall, in accordance with its particular conditions and capabilities:

(a) Develop national strategies, plans or programmes for the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity or adapt for this purpose existing strategies, plans or programmes which shall reflect, inter alia, the measures set out in this Convention relevant to the Contracting Party concerned; and

(b) Integrate, as far as possible and as appropriate, the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity into relevant sectoral or cross-sectoral plans, programmes and policies.”

Article 8 of the CBD is entitled “In-Situ Conservation” and says:

“Each Contracting Party shall, as far as possible and as appropriate:

(a) Establish a system of protected areas or areas where special measures need to be taken to conserve biological diversity: […]

(c) Regulate or manage biological resources important for the conservation of biological diversity whether within or outside protected areas, with a view to ensuring their conservation and sustainable use;

(d) Promote the protection of ecosystems, natural habitats and the maintenance of viable populations of species in natural surroundings;

(e) Promote environmentally sound and sustainable development in areas adjacent to protected areas with a view to furthering protection of these areas;

(f) Rehabilitate and restore degraded ecosystems and promote the recovery of threatened species, inter alia, through the development and implementation of plans or other management strategies; […]

(i) Endeavour to provide the conditions needed for compatibility between present uses and the conservation of biological diversity and the sustainable use of its components.”

Article 10 was of also direct relevance:

“Each Contracting Party shall, as far as possible and as appropriate:

(a) Integrate consideration of the conservation and sustainable use of biological resources into national decision-making;

(b) Adopt measures relating to the use of biological resources to avoid or minimize adverse impacts on biological diversity.”

It almost goes without saying that the Rio CBD was “soft” law, with no enforcement mechanism for these obligations, which only applied “as far as possible and as appropriate”.

5 Rio Declaration on Environment and Development (June 14, 1992) principles 4 and 15.

PPG1

PPG1 contained a sub-heading entitled “Sustainable Development” and four paragraphs of policies including substantively encouraging use of urban and previously-developed sites, and concentrating trip-generating uses in town centres.\(^\text{10}\)

PPS1

PPG1 was replaced by PPS1, which was entitled Delivering Sustainable Development.\(^\text{11}\) The title indicated increased importance being accorded to the concept, and para.3 asserted that “Sustainable development is the core principle underpinning planning.” There was a raft of specific policies aimed at plan-making and decision-making. Most relevant for our purposes, para.19 stated that:

> “Planning decisions should be based on:
> 1. up-to-date information on the environmental characteristics of the area;
> 2. the potential impacts, positive as well as negative, on the environment of development proposals (whether direct, indirect, cumulative, long-term or short-term); and,
> 3. recognition of the limits of the environment to accept further development without irreversible damage.

Planning authorities should seek to enhance the environment as part of development proposals. Significant adverse impacts on the environment should be avoided and alternative options which might reduce or eliminate those impacts pursued. Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, planning authorities and developers should consider possible mitigation measures. Where adequate mitigation measures are not possible, compensatory measures may be appropriate. In line with the UK sustainable development strategy, environmental costs should fall on those who impose them—the ‘polluter pays’ principle.”

At para.29, it said:

> “In some circumstances, a planning authority may decide in reaching a decision to give different weight to social, environmental, resource or economic considerations. Where this is the case, the reasons for doing so should be explicit and the consequences considered. Adverse environmental, social and economic impacts should be avoided, mitigated, or compensated for.”

Accordingly, by 2005 a very strong emphasis on “sustainability” had developed, at least in terms of language, not least by requiring decision makers to set in terms of reasoning. Planning decision makers were being enjoined to ensure that they had environmental information before them, to consider carefully all the environmental effects, to avoid significant adverse effects and fully to explain their reasoning for giving more or less weight to the environmental considerations in reaching their decision.

NPPF

Ostensibly, it appears that this emphasis on sustainability has been carried over, albeit accompanied by rather less detailed practical guidance, into the new National Planning Policy Framework (“NPPF”) adopted on March 27, 2012.\(^\text{12}\) This now states that “The purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development.”\(^\text{13}\) “Sustainable development” is defined with the Brundtland

\(^{11}\) ODPM, PPS1: Delivering Sustainable Development (HMSO, 2005).
\(^{13}\) DCLG, National Planning Policy Framework (March 2012) para.6.
definition but apparently does not expressly form part of the government’s definition of “sustainable development” for the purposes of the NPPF.\textsuperscript{14}

There is, though, a certain tension between the ministerial foreword which says, “Development that is sustainable should go ahead, without delay”\textsuperscript{15}, and the definition of the so-called “presumption in favour of sustainable development” at para.14, which is to the effect that unless material considerations indicate otherwise, permission should be granted for development unless the adverse impacts of doing so would “significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits”—something that is usually very difficult to prove when it relates to environmental harm, and may hark back to the pre-Rio policy. The origins of the NPPF have been traced back to the Conservative Party Policy Green Paper, \textit{Open Source Planning}, which called for “an entirely permissive planning approach” where local plans were not up to date but development conformed to national guidance, and to the 1988 version of PPG1 which stated:

“There is always a presumption in favour of allowing applications for development … unless that development would cause demonstrable harm to interests of acknowledged importance … if the planning authority consider it necessary to refuse permission, the onus is on them to demonstrate clearly why the development cannot be permitted.”\textsuperscript{16}

That policy made no allowance for the “precautionary principle”, and where it is applied in cases where the science is unproven, it in effect places a burden of proof on objectors which is impossible to discharge.\textsuperscript{17}

This brief look at the policy guidance illustrates the major trend, which is that the United Kingdom’s international obligations under the Rio Convention and the sustainability approach have had an influence on planning decisions through the medium not of new law but of revised policy guidance. Since the Planning and Energy Act of 2008, when drawing up development plan documents planning authorities have been placed under a statutory duty to act “with the objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable development”.\textsuperscript{18} However, there has not been felt to be a need to impose a similar statutory duty on decision-makers, because relevant national policy has long been treated by the courts as a consideration to which decision-makers must have regard.\textsuperscript{19}

Whether the NPPF has diminished the degree of environmental protection built into the planning system will not become clear for some time. However, what the controversy over the NPPF does indicate is the fragility of basing environmental protection upon policy norms. This fragility does not arise solely because the policy may change. It also arises because even the most stringent and sensible policies may be departed from by decision-makers, provided that they give a rational reason for doing so. It has recently been seen fit to reverse the effect of the House of Lords’ judgment in \textit{Tesco Stores v Secretary of State for the Environment},\textsuperscript{20} which had held that authorities were entitled to take extraneous benefits offered by way of planning obligations into account when determining applications, by putting the policy tests for use of planning obligations into statute.\textsuperscript{21} Given the importance that is supposedly attached to “sustainable development” as a core principle of the planning system, it might be thought appropriate to introduce a statutory duty to expressly adopt a test of sustainability in relation to individual planning decisions.

\textsuperscript{15} DCLG, \textit{National Planning Policy Framework} (March 2012) p.ii.
\textsuperscript{17} See the comments on the effect of similar policies in \textit{Vicarage Gate Ltd v First Secretary of State} \textit{[2007] EWHC 768 (Admin) at [44]-[49]} per H.H. Judge Gilbart QC.
\textsuperscript{18} \textit{Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 s.39(2)}, added by s.183 of the Planning Act 2008.
\textsuperscript{19} \textit{EC Gransden & Co Ltd v Secretary of State for the Environment} \textit{(1987) 54 P. & C.R.} 86 at 94 per Woolf J.
\textsuperscript{20} \textit{Tesco Stores v Secretary of State for the Environment} \textit{[1995] 1 W.L.R.} 759.
\textsuperscript{21} Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 (SI 2010/948) reg.122.

Public participation and the Aarhus Convention

A second significant shift has been influenced by international “soft” law: an effort to increasingly involve members of the public in the planning process in relation to environmental matters. The Rio Declaration stated:

“Environmental issues are best handled with the participation of all concerned citizens, at the relevant level. At the national level, each individual shall have appropriate access to information concerning the environment that is held by public authorities, including information on hazardous materials and activities in their communities, and the opportunity to participate in decision-making processes. States shall facilitate and encourage public awareness and participation by making information widely available. Effective access to judicial and administrative proceedings, including redress and remedy, shall be provided.”

Under the auspices of the UN Economic Commission for Europe, the United Kingdom subscribed to the Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-Making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters (the Aarhus Convention) in June 1998. This came into force in October 2001. The European Union also acceded to this Convention.

Article 6 of the Aarhus Convention requires provision for public participation in “decisions on whether to permit proposed activities” which are either listed in Annex I to the Convention (large-scale industrial, farming, mining, infrastructure or waste-disposal activities), or are such as the State Party considers “may have a significant effect on the environment”. It then sets out detailed requirements, as follows:

2. The public concerned shall be informed, either by public notice or individually as appropriate, early in an environmental decision-making procedure, and in an adequate, timely and effective manner, inter alia, of:
   (a) The proposed activity and the application on which a decision will be taken;
   (b) The nature of possible decisions or the draft decision;
   (c) The public authority responsible for making the decision;
   (d) The envisaged procedure, including, as and when this information can be provided:
      (i) The commencement of the procedure;
      (ii) The opportunities for the public to participate;
      (iii) The time and venue of any envisaged public hearing;
      (iv) An indication of the public authority from which relevant information can be obtained and where the relevant information has been deposited for examination by the public;
      (v) An indication of the relevant public authority or any other official body to which comments or questions can be submitted and of the time schedule for transmittal of comments or questions; and
      (vi) An indication of what environmental information relevant to the proposed activity is available; and
   (e) The fact that the activity is subject to a national or transboundary environmental impact assessment procedure.

3. The public participation procedures shall include reasonable time-frames for the different phases, allowing sufficient time for informing the public in accordance with paragraph 2 above and for the public to prepare and participate effectively during the environmental decision-making.

4. Each Party shall provide for early public participation, when all options are open and effective public participation can take place.

5. Each Party should, where appropriate, encourage prospective applicants to identify the public concerned, to enter into discussions, and to provide information regarding the objectives of their application before applying for a permit.

6. Each Party shall require the competent public authorities to give the public concerned access for examination, upon request where so required under national law, free of charge and as soon as it becomes available, to all information relevant to the decision-making referred to in this article that is available at the time of the public participation procedure … The relevant information shall include at least … :

(a) A description of the site and the physical and technical characteristics of the proposed activity, including an estimate of the expected residues and emissions;
(b) A description of the significant effects of the proposed activity on the environment;
(c) A description of the measures envisaged to prevent and/or reduce the effects, including emissions;
(d) A non-technical summary of the above;
(e) An outline of the main alternatives studied by the applicant; and
(f) In accordance with national legislation, the main reports and advice issued to the public authority at the time when the public concerned shall be informed in accordance with paragraph 2 above.

7. Procedures for public participation shall allow the public to submit, in writing or, as appropriate, at a public hearing or inquiry with the applicant, any comments, information, analyses or opinions that it considers relevant to the proposed activity.

8. Each Party shall ensure that in the decision due account is taken of the outcome of the public participation.

9. Each Party shall ensure that, when the decision has been taken by the public authority, the public is promptly informed of the decision in accordance with the appropriate procedures. Each Party shall make accessible to the public the text of the decision along with the reasons and considerations on which the decision is based.”

Of greatest note for present purposes are the requirements for “early … timely, adequate and effective” provision of information, the affording of a reasonable period of time to prepare and participate, and the taking of “due account” of the outcome of the public participation.

In particular, there is good cause to wonder whether the notification requirements under the Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 201023 comply with art.6. Under the 2010 Order, the applicant for permission must notify owners or tenants of the land individually, but otherwise the local authority need only to publish the existence of the application on its website, by site display, and by advertisement in a local newspaper. None of these methods are particularly satisfactory, as very often potentially affected people do not read the small advertisements at the back of local newspapers, make a point of logging on to the planning section of the Council website, or pass directly by the site. Indeed, the wider the impacts of the proposed development, the less adequate these measures seem.

The Convention provides a mechanism for members of the public to refer its Parties to an independent Compliance Committee if they consider that the Parties are not applying the Convention. However, the Committee can only make non-binding recommendations, and the peer pressure from other States/Parties

---

to the Convention is limited to “non-confrontational, non-judicial and consultative measures”. 24 As of last year, only 11 complaints had been submitted to the Committee against the United Kingdom, and only two decisions were made relating to public participation, one of which related to Scotland and one to Northern Ireland 25 so it is too early to say how compliant the English procedures will be found to be.

Insofar as an EU Member State’s national law implements EU law relating to the field covered by the Aarhus Convention, the Court of Justice of the European Union has held that it is incumbent upon the national courts to interpret their national implementing law “to the fullest extent possible” consistently with the objectives of the Convention. 26 However, provisions of the Aarhus Convention will not have direct effect in EU law unless they impose “a clear and precise obligation which is not subject, in its implementation or effects, to the adoption of any subsequent measure”. 27 Accordingly, the Aarhus Convention does not for the most part have any direct legal enforceability in England and Wales.

The United Kingdom and European Union have taken various steps to implement the Aarhus obligations which have repercussions for making sure planning decisions are compatible with the Convention. In relation to access to environmental information, Council Directive 2003/4 28 on public access to environmental information has been implemented by means of the Environmental Information Regulations 2004. 29 Public authorities, including planning authorities, must progressively make easily accessible by electronic means all the environmental information which they hold, and must supply environmental information upon request as soon as possible and within 20 days. 30 There are exceptions where the information belongs to a list of categories and the public interest in non-disclosure outweighs the interest in disclosure. 31 These Regulations enable members of the public to obtain information relating to a proposed development which the planning authority has received from other sources. It therefore enables members of the public to make representations on matters which would otherwise not be part of the planning application and available for consultation. An example might be a proposal for redevelopment of a site in a low-lying area, where the local authority is in possession of information relating to flooding.

In relation to public participation in decision-making, additional provisions were incorporated into the procedures for environmental impact assessment by Directive 2003/35, 32 and through this into the national implementing regulations. That procedure will be considered later on.

Spatial Planning: a means to achieving “sustainable development”

The third important trend has been a change in the way that planners conceptualise their own discipline. It is perhaps easy to forget that the concept at the very heart of Town and Country Planning in this country over the last decade has been “Spatial Planning” and, theoretically, it still is. Many may be unaware that the phrase in English seems to have originated in a Council of Europe publication, the European Charter of Regional and Spatial Planning 33 which was published in 1984. This said as follows:

“Regional/spatial planning gives geographical expression to the economic, social, cultural and ecological policies of society. It is at the same time a scientific discipline, an administrative technique and a policy developed as an interdisciplinary and comprehensive approach directed towards a

---

24 Aarhus Convention, art.15; Decision 1/7 of the First Meeting of the Parties held at Lucca Italy, October 21–23, 2002, and Annex to Decision 1/7 at paras 14 and 3(h).
26 Leso ochranarske Zoskupenie VLK v Ministerstvo Zivotneho Prostredia Slovenskej Republiky (C-240/09) [2012] 3 W.L.R. 278 at [50].
27 Leso ochranarske Zoskupenie VLK v Ministerstvo Zivotneho Prostredia Slovenskej Republiky (C-240/09) [2012] 3 W.L.R. 278 at [44].
30 Environmental Information Regulations 2004 (SI 2004/3391) reg.4(1); reg.5(1) and (2).
32 Recommendation Rec (84)2E of the Committee of Ministers, Council of Europe, January 25, 1984.
balanced regional development and the physical organisation of space according to an overall strategy. … Regional/spatial planning should be democratic, comprehensive, functional and orientated towards the longer term. Democratic: it should be conducted in such a way as to ensure the participation of the people concerned and their political representatives. Comprehensive: it should ensure the co-ordination of the various sectoral policies and integrate them in an overall approach. Functional: it needs to take account of the existence of regional consciousness based on common values, culture and interests sometimes crossing administrative and territorial boundaries … Long-term oriented: it should analyse and take into consideration the long-term trends and developments of economic, social, cultural, ecological and environmental phenomena and interventions …”

Significantly, the Charter went on to say that “The achievement of regional/spatial planning objectives is essentially a political matter”. By implication, this was a matter calling not for laws dictating an answer, but for policy choices made by representative institutions. This is something which the House of Lords was later to emphasise in respect of planning in the Alconbury case. Lord Hoffmann for instance said:

“In a democratic country, decisions as to what the general interest requires are made by democratically elected bodies or persons accountable to them. Sometimes the subject matter is such that Parliament can itself lay down general rules for enforcement by the courts. Taxation is a good example: Parliament decides on grounds of general interest what taxation is required and the rules according to which it should be levied. The application of those rules, to determine the liability of a particular person, is then a matter for independent and impartial tribunals such as the general or special commissioners or the courts. On the other hand, sometimes one cannot formulate general rules and the question of what the general interest requires has to be determined on a case by case basis. Town and country planning or road construction, in which every decision is in some respects different, are archetypal examples. In such cases Parliament may delegate the decision-making power to local democratically elected bodies or to ministers of the Crown responsible to Parliament. In that way the democratic principle is preserved.”

At a European Union institutional level, Member States and the Commission debated and agreed the European Spatial Development Perspective (“ESDP”) as a framework for their policies, although it was unanimously agreed that this would not provide for any new responsibilities at Community level. It is worth noting that ever since the Maastricht Treaty there has been express reference to there being European Union competence in matters affecting town and country planning. Legislative initiative in this field must be passed by unanimity rather than qualified majority voting, which in addition to the sentiment that planning should be a “political” matter, may go some way towards explaining why there has been no effort to translate the ESDP into a legislative programme.

The ESDP was to a considerable extent preoccupied with the forthcoming realisation of European monetary union. In a manner that many might think prescient in the light of subsequent events, the document adverted to the fact that there would be no ability to devalue currencies to maintain competitiveness and stated that a fundamental objective of policy should be to ensure that growth was balanced, so that countries’ economies and societies did not diverge. This was to be achieved through fomenting competitiveness.

---

34 Recommendation Rec (84)2E of the Committee of Ministers, Council of Europe, January 25, 1984, p.2.
36 This was recognised in the Final Conclusions issued by the German Presidency at the close of the Informal Council of EU Ministers responsible for Spatial Planning who had approved the European Spatial Development Perspective (Potsdam, May 10–11, 1999) para.(5) at http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docoffic/official/reports/pdf/concl_en.pdf [Accessed September, 2012].
37 Originally in art.130s of the Treaty Establishing the European Community, as inserted by art.G, sub-para.38 of Title II to the Treaty on European Union (Maastricht, February 7, 1992). Currently this is art.192 sub-art.2 para.(b) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (as amended by the Lisbon Treaty in 2007).
The planning ministers who adopted it considered that there were “three fundamental goals of European policy” to be achieved in all regions of the European Union: “economic and social cohesion”; “conservation and management of natural resources and the cultural heritage”; and “more balanced competitiveness of the European territory”. What was significant was its call for what it described as “an integrated spatial development”, which was explained as follows:

“Member State government and administrative agencies as well as EU services should consider, at an early stage, sectoral and spatial conflicts and timing difficulties and set the right priorities … There is thus a need for close co-operation amongst the authorities responsible for sectoral policies; and with those responsible for spatial development at each respective level (horizontal co-operation); and between actors at the Community level and the transnational, regional and local levels (vertical co-operation …). Co-operation is the key to an integrated spatial development policy and represents added value over sectoral policies acting in isolation.

Integrated spatial development policy at EU scale must, therefore, combine the policy options for development of certain areas in such a way that national borders and other administrative hurdles no longer represent barriers to development. The ESDP provides the framework for integrated application of the policy options. Its application is not the responsibility of one authority but of a wide range of spatial development (land use, regional planning, urban planning) and sectoral planning authorities.”

By the end of the 1990s, there was a significant degree of frustration among planning professionals in this country about a failure to integrate environmental assessment into plan-making at an early stage, and a failure to integrate planning with public investment programmes. Academics in the United Kingdom advocated a shift away from what they described as a “sectorally isolated, “development-led”, “lean and mean” regulatory system”.

In 2001, the Royal Town Planning Institute published its paper A New Vision for Planning, which argued:

“[T]he range of issues affecting the future of any particular locality is no longer restricted to narrow land use matters but also involves for example, health, energy and urban and landscape design. If planning decisions are to be relevant new approaches are required, to encompass this wider agenda, that provide genuinely SUSTAINABLE frameworks for the management of change in society.”

As the paper itself explained, this had been heavily influenced by the Rio Convention on Biodiversity. We have seen already that the concept at the heart of that Convention, “sustainable development”, has come to be the dominant paradigm through which the planning system is viewed. However, it took until this millennium for this European approach to really be reflected on a legislative level in the United Kingdom, and the “spatial” discourse was reflected in the reforms of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. The Government guidance on the new system in PPS1 stated as follows:

“The new system of regional spatial strategies and local development documents should take a spatial approach. Spatial planning goes beyond traditional land use planning to bring together and integrate policies for the development and use of land with other policies and programmes which influence the nature of places and how they function. That will include policies which can impact on land use, for example by influencing the demands on or needs for development, but which are not capable of being delivered solely or mainly through the granting or refusal of planning permission and which may be implemented by other means. Where other means of implementation are required these should

---

39 Final Conclusions issued by the German Presidency at the close of the Informal Council of EU Ministers responsible for Spatial Planning who had approved the European Spatial Development Perspective (Potsdam, May 10–11, 1999) para.(3).
40 Commission, European Spatial Development Perspective, p.35.
42 Royal Town Planning Institute, A New Vision for Planning Delivering Sustainable Communities: an Agenda for Action (2001).
be clearly identified in the plan. Planning policies should not replicate, cut across, or detrimentally affect matters within the scope of other legislative requirements, such as those set out in Building Regulations for energy efficiency.”

The concept reflects the aspiration to have “joined-up government”. Since policies in one sphere will often impact upon those in other spheres it is obviously sensible for these cross-impacts to be taken into account when land-use policies are formulated. The policy clearly recognised that the planning system was not the only regime controlling development, and was intended to ensure that there should be synergy between the various regimes. We shall look at the practical difficulties with this approach later.

As “sustainable development” came to be seen as the central objective of the planning system, so the newly integrated “spatial planning” became an instrument to achieve this. Tewdwr-Jones, Gallent and Morphet observed in 2010 that “Planning … is no longer ‘in the lead’ but it is a key component and facilitator of delivery”. Paragraph 28 of PPS1 explained how sustainable development was to be achieved through effective plan-making guiding decisions. It said:

“Considering sustainable development in an integrated manner when preparing development plans, and ensuring that policies in plans reflect this integrated approach, are the key factors in delivering sustainable development through the planning system. Planning decisions should be taken in accordance with the development plan unless other material considerations indicate otherwise. Planning decisions taken in accordance with the plan are therefore key to the delivery of sustainable development.”

The present government through the Localism Act 2011 has continued to emphasise the importance of joined-up governance in promoting sustainable development, by adding a mandatory “duty to co-operate in relation to the planning of sustainable development” where matters affect multiple planning authorities.

This “spatial planning” approach has come to influence micro-level decision-making too: since any particular development of land can impinge upon the achievement of policy objectives in any number of spheres, applying the logic of this approach, it makes sense to consider all of them when deciding whether to grant permission. And so it has come to pass that the legislature has seen fit to require planning decision-makers to consider all sorts of matters when reaching their decisions.

**Requiring more considerations to be treated as material**

It has always been the case that decision-makers were required to take into account “relevant considerations”. However, ordinarily in English planning law while “any consideration relating to the use and development of land is capable of being a planning consideration”, where no list of mandatory relevant considerations is stipulated by legislation it is for the decision-maker to decide whether something is relevant and the courts will not interfere unless that decision is unreasonable. That will be done where the matter in question was:

“fundamental to the decision, or … it is clear that there is a real possibility that the consideration of the matter would have made a difference to the decision.”

---

45 New s.33A of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 added by s.110(1) of the Localism Act 2011.
46 *Stringer v Minister of Housing and Local Government* [1970] 1 W.L.R. 1281 per Cooke J. at 1294.
What environmental legislation has done is to broaden the range of considerations that decision-makers must take into account as a matter of law, and increase the volume of information relating to those considerations.

**Protected areas/designations**

The main means of protecting biodiversity has historically been through targeted protection of individual species or areas. Most important among these is the SSSI designation. Special Sites of Scientific Interest may be designated as such under s.28 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 by reason of their fauna, flora, geological or physiographical features. By virtue of s.28E of that Act, no operation specified in the notification designating the site may be carried out without the written consent of Natural England.

A planning authority will also owe a duty under s.28G(1) and (2) of the Wildlife and Countryside Act:

“to take reasonable steps, consistent with the proper exercise of the authority’s functions, to further the conservation and enhancement of the flora, fauna or geological or physiographical features by reason of which the site is of special scientific interest.”

Under s.28I of the Act, before granting permission for operations “likely to damage” the features or which the SSSI was designated, whether or not they take place on the land comprised in the SSSI, the authority is required to consult Natural England and give 28 days for it to respond. The planning authority has to take Natural England’s representations into account in deciding whether to grant permission and if so, on what conditions. It must notify Natural England of the terms of the permission and must not permit works to start within 21 days of that notification. This gives Natural England time to intervene to protect the site.

It is an offence to carry out notified operations without reasonable excuse (s.28P(1)), but if planning permission has been obtained pursuant to s.28I this counts as a reasonable excuse (s.28P(4)(a)). If the planning authority grants permission without complying with the s.28I procedure, it will be guilty of an offence itself (s.28P(5A)). These offences are subject to an unlimited fine.

What we see here is a clear requirement, backed with financial sanctions, imposed upon planning authorities to consider the SSSI status of the area and take advice on the implications of the application for its special features.

There is a host of designations: National Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Local Nature Reserves, Special Protection Areas (“SPAs”), Special Areas of Conservation (“SACs”), and so on. The first three of course are provided for in the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949 and those designations are largely amenity-focused rather than being purely aimed at conservation. SPAs and SACs derive from EU environmental law and have a specific wildlife conservation agenda. Typically, statute requires planning authorities to “have regard to” these designations and the underlying conservation objectives. Since 1995, where development affects a National Park, statute has provided that the planning authority must have regard to the purposes for which National Parks are managed. Likewise, s.85(1) of the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 provides that:

“In exercising or performing any functions in relation to, or so as to affect, land in an area of outstanding natural beauty, a relevant authority shall have regard to the purpose of conserving and enhancing the natural beauty of the area of outstanding natural beauty.”

Similarly, the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 state that:
“a competent authority, in exercising any of their functions, must have regard to the requirements of the Habitats Directive so far as they may be affected by the exercise of those functions.”

In its latest White Paper, the government proposed creating an additional “local green space” designation. With a clear nod to spatial planning, it stated:

“Past environmental action in England has often taken place on too small a scale to achieve overall success and has overlooked crucial links, such as between wildlife sites and the wider countryside, or between rural and urban areas. Policies and practices have too often been conceived and implemented in isolation from each other. Both the NEA [National Ecosystem Assessment] and Making Space for Nature identify the need for a more coherent approach, working at a larger scale to reflect natural boundaries, joining up across the landscape and encouraging collaboration between sectors … We need a more strategic and integrated approach to planning for nature within and across local areas, one that guides development to the best locations, encourages greener design and enables development to enhance natural networks for the benefit of people and the environment as part of sustainable development. We will retain protection and improvement of the natural environment as core objectives for local planning and development management. The planning system will continue to facilitate coherent and resilient ecological networks in association with local partners and reflect the value of natural systems. We want the planning system to contribute to our objective of no net loss of biodiversity; to encourage local authorities to promote multi-functional development so that we get the most from land; and to protect our best and most versatile agricultural land.”

It expressed an ambition to create “Nature Improvement Areas” which could be recognised in Local Plans, and to create a framework allowing for “offsetting” of harm to biodiversity with restoration or creation of habitats. This approach is now reflected in the NPPF, which provides for Local Plans to designate small areas of “demonstrably special” land as “Local Green Space” with equivalent protection to the Green Belt, such that development will only be allowed to proceed in “very special circumstances”.

**Biodiversity duty**

Since 2006, Parliament has required that every public authority must “in exercising its functions, have regard, so far as is consistent with the proper exercise of those functions, to the purpose of conserving biodiversity”, such purpose being defined as including the creation, restoration or enhancement of a habitat or population.

**Landfill: an extreme case**

A particularly extreme example of the legislature dictating the considerations that he planning authority must consider is to be found in the Environmental Permitting Regulations. Not only must the planning authority have regard to the objectives and requirements of the Landfill Directive, but it must in all cases have regard to the following:

“(a) the distances from the boundary of the site to residential and recreation areas, waterways, water bodies and other agricultural or urban sites;

(b) the existence of groundwater, coastal water or nature protection zones in the area;

---

49 Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (SI 2010/490) reg.9(5).
52 NPPF paras 76–78.
53 Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 s.40(1) and (3).
(c) the geological and hydrogeological conditions in the area;
(d) the risk of flooding, subsidence, landslides or avalanches on the site;
(e) the protection of the nature or cultural patrimony in the area.

[...]
• emissions of odours and dust,
• wind-blown materials,
• noise and traffic,
• birds, vermin and insects,
• formation and aerosols,
• fires.55

Financial incentives

The last main way in which material considerations have been expanded is with regard to financial incentives. Over the last few years, the Coalition Government has moved away from targets and towards financial incentives and penalties as a means of prompting local authorities to implement national priorities. Having started with the “new homes bonus”, this approach is being applied to environmental ends with the government’s policy to enable local authorities to retain business rates levied on renewables.56 Parliament has legislated to make clear that financial considerations, defined as financial assistance from Ministers of the Crown and income from Community Infrastructure Levy, are mandatory material considerations for the purpose of determining applications under s.70 of the Town and Country Planning Act.57

It may be that the impact of development on local finances should always have been a material consideration even in the absence of the legislative change. In July, the Supreme Court delivered judgment in the case of the Health and Safety Executive v Wolverhampton CC.58 That case concerned not the granting of permission, but the revocation or modification of a permission which probably ought not to have been granted for four blocks of student accommodation close to a liquefied petroleum gas facility. The HSE had asked the Council to revoke permission to build some of the flats, and the Council had refused to do this on the basis that it would not be expedient to spend tax monies buying out the developer, but would be more cost-effective to regulate or buy out the gas facility. The HSE contended that the Council should have had regard only to planning merits when deciding whether to revoke the permission. If it was in principle unacceptable for people to be permitted to live next to this facility, they argued that the authority had to buy out the developer at whatever cost to the public purse. The Supreme Court Justices unanimously held that in general terms “a public authority, when deciding whether to exercise a discretionary power to achieve a public objective, is entitled to take into account the cost to the public of so doing”.59 Lord Carnwath said:

“‘Material’ in ordinary language is the same as ‘relevant’. Where the exercise of the power, in the manner envisaged by the statute, will have both planning and financial consequences, there is no obvious reason to treat either as irrelevant.”60

The HSE’s argument was based on the widely accepted principle that planning permissions should not simply be sold to the highest bidder. Lord Carnwath considered that the statutory context of s.70 applications was different to revocations under s.97 of the Act:

57 Localism Act 2011 s.143(2) substituting s.70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
58 Health and Safety Executive v Wolverhampton City Council [2012] UKSC 34.
60 Health and Safety Executive v Wolverhampton City Council [2012] UKSC 34 at [26].
“Under section 70 the planning authority has a duty to act, and it has a limited choice. It must either grant or refuse permission. Its decision must be governed by considerations material to that limited choice. Further, the decision normally has no direct cost consequences for the authority (unless exceptionally it has a direct financial interest in the development, when other constraints come into play). Under section 97, by contrast, the authority has no obligation to do anything … if it does decide to act, it must bear the financial consequences, in the form of compensation. No doubt under section 70, planning permission cannot be ‘bought or sold’. But section 97 creates a specific statutory power to buy back a permission…Cost, or value for money, is naturally relevant … To speak of the ‘self-interest’ of the authority in this context is unhelpful. A public authority has no self-interest distinct from that of the public which it serves.”

Lord Carnwath’s comments are clearly capable of applying to decisions on whether to grant permissions in the first place, where there are “direct cost consequences for the authority” in taking a particular course of action.

In addition to prescribing that regard must be had to fiscal consequences of development, the Government seems to have gone further and to be advocating voluntary “Community Benefit Payments” by those promoting renewable energy schemes. Important impetus for endorsing these has been given by the mandatory target for use of renewable energy which is set by European Union law. The Department for Energy and Climate Change has stated as follows:

“Alongside the planning system for onshore wind Government is working to create a new relationship between renewable energy projects and the communities that host them, as we believe communities should be rewarded for the contribution they are making to wider society, and local authorities supported in making decisions on local energy projects …

To encourage investment and growth in local renewable energy projects, the Government has committed to ensuring business rates for renewable projects are retained in full by local authorities so they can be used to directly benefit the local area … The Government also welcomes the Community Engagement Protocol announced by renewableUK … The protocol specifies a £1,000 minimum payment per year per megawatt of installed wind power during the lifetime of the wind farm. At present most benefits are cash payments but communities can also benefit through job creation, training and energy efficiency measures.”

Unlike a statutory planning obligation, which has to be justified as being necessary and proportionate to mitigate a negative externality of the development, these community benefit payments are positive inducements negotiated between communities and developers. In Scotland, the devolved executive has endorsed and formalised these deals with its policy of introducing a public register of benefits accepted, in order that communities “know what the ‘going rate’ for community benefits is.”

It is difficult to argue that these schemes are anything other than a bargain and sale, and that they are inconsistent with the principle respected in the Wolverhampton case that planning permissions are not to be bought. The purpose of this principle would seem to be to ensure that all developers and objectors are treated equally and developers with deeper pockets are not able to be treated more favourably in terms of the standards to be applied to their schemes. The Department for Energy and Climate Change is careful to say that these schemes run “alongside” the planning system.

However, in the light of the general reasoning in the *Wolverhampton* case, it is now unclear whether they can be a factor that local planning authorities can lawfully take into account. PPS22 stated that “economic benefits of all proposals for renewable energy projects...are material considerations that should be given significant weight”.\(^{65}\) That must be right, and it is difficult to distinguish economic and fiscal impacts arising from a profit-generating development. There is evidence from overseas that financial incentives encourage communities to embrace large-scale projects. There is also a strong argument that in general terms communities through their elected representatives ought to lawfully be able to decide that the financial advantages of permitting a proposal outweigh other considerations, regardless of whether all other specific planning harms have been mitigated. It therefore seems to me that these sorts of financial incentives are likely to be judged to be material, at any rate where they relate to the capture of the “planning gain” from the permitted development in question and are not derived from the proceeds of profits earned elsewhere.

In order to address concerns about fairness and to maximise public benefit, it may be that sites should be allocated and parameters set for acceptability of developments at the plan-making stage, with permissions then auctioned off to developers and/or operators to ensure that there is a level playing-field. The owners could then be bought out by the successful concessionaire. In that way, perhaps lessons could be learned from extractive industries where such practices have long been common.

Although, in practice, it appears that the decision-making process will increasingly be guided by financial considerations, in legal terms it remains the case that planning authorities have discretion as to how much weight to give to these. And, of course, while sometimes financial incentives favour conservation of the environment, very often they will favour its degradation. If the legislature considers particular outcomes to be important, then it is not sufficient merely to leave these matters to the decision-maker. It must intervene to a greater or lesser extent, to tilt the balance in favour of that outcome. This has been done in relation to three matters in particular: built heritage, waste management and national parks.

**Dictating weight as well as materiality: presumptions**

**Built Heritage**

For more than a generation, strict statutory protections have been in place around buildings thought to be of historic significance. Those protections\(^{66}\) were consolidated by the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990. Section 72 states:

> “In the exercise, with respect to any buildings or other land in a conservation area, of any functions under or by virtue of any of the provisions mentioned [including the Town and Country Planning Act 1990] … special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of that area.”

Likewise, s.66(1) provides as follows:

> “In considering whether to grant planning permission for development which affects a listed building or its setting, the local planning authority or, as the case may be, the Secretary of State shall have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest which it possesses.”

---


\(^{66}\) Previously in s.1(8) of the Town and Country Amenities Act 1974 and s.56(3) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1971.
The courts have since 1991 recognised that the “special regard” and “special attention” provisions mean that Parliament intended the decision-maker to do more than merely have regard to the statutory designation. In South Lakeland DC v Secretary of State for the Environment, the House of Lords considered that:

“planning decisions in respect of development proposed to be carried out in a conservation area must give a high priority to the objective of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of the area. If any proposed development would conflict with that objective, there will be a strong presumption against the grant of planning permission, though, no doubt in exceptional cases the presumption may be overridden in favour of development which is desirable on the ground of some other public interest.” (Emphasis added)  

In R. (on the application of Garner) v Elmbridge BC, involving the setting of Hampton Court Palace, Ouseley J. accepted that the same approach applied to the Listed Buildings provision:

“Section 66 does not permit a local planning authority to treat the desirability of preserving the setting of a listed building as a mere material consideration to which it can simply attach what weight it sees fit in its judgment. The statutory language goes beyond that and treats the preservation of the setting of a listed building as presumptively desirable. So if a development would harm the setting of a listed building, there has to be something of sufficient strength in the merits of the development to outweigh that harm. The language of presumption against permission or strong countervailing reasons for its grant is appropriate.”

Waste management

The influence of EU waste management law has gone beyond requiring consideration of various matters. The Waste Framework Directive 69 was passed in 1991 when the European Union was still known as the “European Community”. Article 5(2) of the Framework Directive provided that Member States had to dispose of waste using “the most appropriate methods and technologies in order to ensure a high level of protection for the environment and public health”. Under art. 7, they had to draw up “waste management plans” and take “measures necessary to prevent movements of waste, which are not in accordance with their waste management plans”. These had to indicate that there was a hierarchy for dealing with waste reduction the best solution, followed by re-use and recycling, and then various methods of disposal, with landfill being the least desirable method of disposal.

The United Kingdom implemented this Directive by publishing a national waste management strategy, Waste Strategy 2000. The Waste Management Licensing Regulations 1994 70 had provided that “competent authorities”, which included both planning authorities and permitting authorities, had to carry out their functions “implementing, so far as material, any plan made under the plan-making provisions”.

In addition to the general Framework Directive, the EC also issued a Directive specifically to regulate landfill sites, which we considered earlier. 71 Article 8 of the Landfill Directive provided:

“Member States shall take measures in order that:

(a) the competent authority [namely the Environment Agency] does not issue a landfill permit unless it is satisfied that:

(i) without prejudice to Article 3(4) and (5), the landfill project complies with all the relevant requirements of this Directive …

---

67 South Lakeland DC v Secretary of State for the Environment [1992] 2 A.C. 141 at 146 per Lord Bridge.
(b) the landfill project is in line with the relevant waste management plan or plans referred to in Article 7 of … [the Waste Framework Directive].”

In the case of Commune de Braine-le-Chateau and Michel Tillieut v Region Wallonee, the European Court of Justice held that the waste management plan could not be the only factor determining the siting of waste disposal facilities, since Member States had to take on board any comments received during the environmental impact assessment (“EIA”) procedure and their own rules on land use planning. 72

In R. (on the application of Blewett v Derbyshire CC 73 the Court of Appeal was called upon to answer the question whether under the Waste Framework Directive and the Landfill Directive a local authority was required to refuse planning permission for proposed landfill operations unless it was satisfied that they were the “best practicable environmental option” (“BPEO”) within the meaning of the Directives. The Council had granted permission for a landfill site which was likely to be surplus to requirements, but was thought desirable as it would enable the site to be regenerated once it had been filled up with rubbish.

The Court of Appeal held that the Directive’s requirement for the project to be “in line with” the waste management plan meant that the planning authority had to do more than merely have regard to the plan. It had to accord it “substantial” weight and to treat it as “important”, although it ruled that “the tilt … may … be reversed by other and more powerful considerations”. 74

Accordingly, one potential tool that Parliament might use is to impose a presumption that a development with adverse effects on certain environmental factors should not be allowed to proceed, in the absence of strong countervailing advantages.

National Parks: A priority rule

In relation to sizeable tracts of the country, Parliament has recently gone further than imposing a presumption.

National Parks now cover 9.3 per cent of the land area of England, 19.9 per cent of the land area of Wales, and 7.2 per cent of the land area of Scotland, 75 and the National Park Authorities are planning authorities for the area within the Parks. 76 Under the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949, the parks were set up for the twin purposes of “preserving and enhancing the natural beauty of the areas specified … and for the purpose of promoting their enjoyment by the public”. 77 These purposes might conflict as well as reinforce each other. One of the criteria for designation has been “the opportunities they afford for open-air recreation, having regard both to their character and to their position in relation to centres of population”. 78 British National Parks have always contained sizeable resident populations and extensive agricultural use, and been managed with public enjoyment as an aim. They do not conform to the international definition of “national park”, which is reserved for wilderness areas under state ownership and control. Until 1995, the park authorities actually had fewer powers than ordinary local planning authorities, and certainly as a matter of law there were no additional restrictions on development in National Parks arising merely because of such designation. 79 Many of the problems of environmental degradation experienced in areas of natural beauty were caused by poor management of the land, damaging

---
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76 Town and Country Planning Act 1990 s.4A(2).
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agricultural practices and irresponsible tourism, which the Town and Country Planning system could not tackle in any event.⁸⁰

The National Parks Policy Review Committee in 1974 suggested what became known as the “Sandford Principle”, that where a scenario presents a conflict between the objectives of public enjoyment and preservation of beauty, “priority must be given to conservation of natural beauty”.⁸¹ Since 1976,⁸² this principle has formed the basis of development control policy in National Parks. However, since 1995 this principle has been reflected in legislation. The Environment Act of that year amended the 1949 Act so that the objectives of Park management set out in s.5(1) read as follows:

“(a) … conserving and enhancing the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage of the areas specified … and
(b) … promoting opportunities for the understanding and enjoyment of the special qualities of those areas by the public.”

It then added a new s.11A. This was entitled, “Duty of certain bodies and persons to have regard to the purposes for which National Parks are designated”. Subsection (1) stated that:

“A National Park authority, in pursuing in relation to the National Park the purposes specified in subsection (1) of section five of this Act, shall seek to foster the economic and social well-being of local communities within the National Park.”

This duty would seem to be subordinate to the two purposes (a) and (b) rather than a freestanding duty to promote economic development of the area.

Subsection (2) of s.11A states as follows:

“In exercising or performing any functions in relation to, or so as to affect, land in a National Park, any relevant authority [including all ministers and public bodies] shall have regard to the purposes specified in subsection (1) of section five of this Act and, if it appears that there is a conflict between those purposes, shall attach greater weight to the purpose of conserving and enhancing the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage of the area comprised in the National Park.”

Although the title of the new section suggested that its new duties were limited to having regard to the purposes in s.5(1), which would have been relevant to the exercise of powers under the 1949 Act even without this being reiterated in a new section, in fact it went much further. There was a new duty to foster the wellbeing of the inhabitants of the Parks, and also a duty to “attach greater weight” to the purpose of conserving and enhancing the “beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage”.

The s.11A, subs.(2) duty is weakly drafted in a number of respects. First, it treats as a single purpose the conservation of beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage, when in some circumstances conserving one of these attributes would result in detriment to others. Should that happen, it provides no steer as to the appropriate order of priorities. Secondly, it only applies if it “appears” to the authority that there is a conflict. It is to be supposed the authority has discretion to judge whether there is a conflict, and that this judgment will only be subject to challenge if it is one that no reasonable authority would have come to. Thirdly, it is not entirely clear that “shall attach greater weight” means the same as “shall give priority to”, not least when other considerations might weigh in on the side of development. Nevertheless, we have here a statute which goes beyond listing mandatory considerations or introducing presumptions, and attempts to dictate the relative weight to attach to environmental factors as against other factors.

Prospect and problem

In areas outside national parks, economic development cannot be restricted to recreation, tourism and preservation or enhancement of the beauty of the landscape. However, we can envisage the possibility of a structured statutory test of more general application, whereby permission shall be permitted if it is in accordance with the development plan and material considerations do not indicate otherwise, unless specified serious adverse impacts on the environment were thought likely to occur.

The NPPF arguably does something similar in its policy on biodiversity at para.118. The first and fifth bullet points of this state as follows:

“When determining planning applications, local planning authorities should aim to conserve and enhance biodiversity by applying the following principles:

• if significant harm resulting from a development cannot be avoided (through locating on an alternative site with less harmful impacts), adequately mitigated, or, as a last resort, compensated for, then planning permission should be refused;
 […]
• planning permission should be refused for development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats, including ancient woodland and the loss of aged or veteran trees found outside ancient woodland, unless the need for, and benefits of, the development in that location clearly outweigh the loss”

The first bullet point is something more than a presumption or tilting of the scales in a balancing exercise: it is a prescriptive set of tests for the decision-maker to apply in reaching his decision. Will significant harm result from the development? If so, can it be avoided by developing an alternative site? If not, can it be adequately mitigated? If not, can it be adequately compensated for? This is only a policy rather than a legal requirement. It only says that local planning authorities “should aim to” apply its principles, and it is curiously silent about national planning authorities. At each stage, the decision-maker must make value-judgments required about what counts as “significant” harm and “adequate” mitigation. Unless the principles are all cumulative protections, the inclusion of the fifth-bullet-point rather suggests that the scope for deciding what is “significant” is intended to be extremely broad; after all “irreplaceable” habitats cannot by definition be compensated for. Yet this sort of structured test with some thoughtful definition of “significance”, could provide a predictable and reliable means of ensuring that development is environmentally sustainable.

The main difficulty lies in measuring environmental impacts, and in defining what makes them “sustainable”. It is to these thorny questions that we now must turn.

Measurement of impacts: EIA

Gathering information

For more than two decades, environmental legislation has introduced procedural rules into the planning system in order to enable the identification of impacts on the built, social or natural environment.

For a very long time, planning authorities have been required to consult public authorities whose knowledge and expertise might enable them to spot concerns with particular schemes. Consultation requirements in England and Wales are now found in Pt 3 of the Development Management Procedure Orders.83 Thus, development affecting playing fields must be consulted on with the Sports Council, development involving land on which there is a theatre must be consulted on with the Theatres Trust,

development within 250m of former landfill sites must be notified to the Environment Agency, and so on. The statutory consultees are placed under a duty to respond, and this procedure clearly has the potential to pick up issues that non-expert planning decision-makers might not themselves have identified.

However, while these statutory consultation procedures are good for identifying issues for investigation, they will not of themselves always enable consultees to give sensible advice because the extent of many environmental impacts can only be predicted after detailed study. If consultees make a “holding objection” to the effect that they cannot give favourable recommendations without further investigative work, and the planning authority is minded to give decisive weight to such concerns, then developers will be obliged to conduct assessment work. The extent of assessment is, with this traditional model of information-gathering, very much dependent upon the particular biases of the decision-maker.

A more standardised process of Environmental Impact Assessment was introduced by EEC Directive in 1985.\(^{84}\) It was said to apply to “those public and private projects likely to have a significant effect on the environment”.\(^{85}\) The preamble said:

> “the effects of a project on the environment must be assessed in order to take account of concerns to protect human health, to contribute by means of a better environment to the quality of life, to ensure maintenance of the diversity of species and to maintain the reproductive capacity of the ecosystem as a basic resource for life.”\(^{86}\)

The language was pre-Brundtland, but the general rationale for the legislation was to enable decision-makers to consider the sort of factors that subsequently came under the portmanteau of “sustainable development”. Member States were required to:

> “ensure that, before consent is given, projects likely to have significant effects on the environment by virtue \(\text{inter alia}\), of their nature, size or location are made subject to an assessment with regard to their effects.”\(^{87}\)

The Directive’s organising premise was that there were certain types of project which would always have significant effects, and that other categories might or might not do so. Accordingly, there were two annexes to the Directive: one listing types of development for which assessment was mandatory, and one listing types of development which national authorities could require assessment for either on the basis of their own criteria or after case-by-case evaluation.\(^{88}\) Where an assessment was required to be carried out, certain minimum information had to be provided, and an assessment made of the “direct and indirect effects of the project on the following factors: human beings, fauna and flora, soil, water, air, climate and the landscape,….material assets and the cultural heritage”. Both positive and negative impacts had to be described, as well as cumulative and indirect effects.\(^{89}\)

A good illustration of the scope of the Directive is the case of \textit{Abraham v Region Wallonne}.\(^{90}\) An agreement was entered into by the Walloon local authority, the company running Liège airport and air freight firms to build a new control tower, widen the runway, equip it with landing lights and extend its use so as to fly larger aircraft for longer hours. A claim was brought by neighbours affected by noise. Annex I of the EIA Directive referred only to the construction of airports with runways of more than 2,100m in length, which was longer than the one at Liège. Annex II did, however, refer to the construction


\(^{87}\) Directive 85/337 on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment [1985] OJ L175/40art.2(1).

\(^{88}\) Directive 85/337 on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment [1985] OJ L175/40twelfth and thirteenth recitals and art.4.

\(^{89}\) Directive 85/337 on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment [1985] OJ L175/40twelfth and thirteenth recitals and art.4.

\(^{90}\) \textit{Abraham v Region Wallonne} (C-2/07) [2008] E.C.R. I-1197.
or modification of airfields. The questions were whether the development agreement could be a project or consent, and whether the scheme might fall within Annex II.

The Luxembourg court held that such development agreements were not “projects” themselves but might be “development consent” for the underlying project. It held\(^91\) that the test for this was as follows:

> “a decision of the competent authority or authorities granting the developer the right to proceed with construction works or other installations or schemes or to intervene in the natural surroundings and landscape.”

The court went on:\(^92\)

> “… where national law provides that the consent procedure is to be carried out in several stages, the environmental impact assessment in respect of a project must, in principle, be carried out as soon as it is possible to identify and assess all the effects which the project may have on the environment …

Thus, where one of those stages involves a principal decision and the other involves an implementing decision which cannot extend beyond the parameters set by the principal decision, the effects which a project may have on the environment must be identified and assessed at the time of the procedure relating to the principal decision. It is only if those effects are not identifiable until the time of the procedure relating to the implementing decision that the assessment should be carried out in the course of the latter procedure …

Finally, the national court should be reminded that the objective of the legislation cannot be circumvented by the splitting of projects and that failure to take account of their cumulative effect must not mean in practice that they all escape the obligation to carry out an assessment when, taken together, they are likely to have significant effects on the environment within the meaning of art.2(1) of Directive 85/337.”

It was held\(^93\) that a broad approach should be taken to interpreting the Annexes, to protect the environment:

> “The Court has frequently pointed out … that the scope of Directive 85/337 is wide and its purpose very broad… It would be contrary to the very objective of Directive 85/337 to exclude works to improve or extend the infrastructure of an existing airport from the scope of Annex II on the ground that Annex I covers the ‘construction of airports’ and not ‘airports’ as such.

… It would be simplistic and contrary to that approach to take account, when assessing the environmental impact of a project or of its modification, only of the direct effects of the works envisaged themselves, and not of the environmental impact liable to result from the use and exploitation of the end product of those works.

Moreover, the list laid down in Art.3 of Directive 85/337 of the factors to be taken into account, such as the effect of the project on human beings, fauna and flora, soil, water, air or the cultural heritage, shows, in itself, that the environmental impact whose assessment Directive 85/337 is designed to enable is not only the impact of the works envisaged but also, and above all, the impact of the project to be carried out.

The Court has thus held, in relation to a project to double an existing railway track, that a project of that kind can have a significant effect on the environment within the meaning of Directive 85/337, since it is likely to produce, inter alia, significant noise effects (Case C-227/01 Commission v Spain [2004] ECR I-8253, [49]). In that case, the significant noise effects were brought about not by the works involved in doubling the railway track but by the foreseeable increase in rail traffic permitted...\(^91\) Abraham v Region Wallonne (C-2/07) [2008] E.C.R. I-I197 at [25].
\(^92\) Abraham v Region Wallonne (C-2/07) [2008] E.C.R. I-I197 at [26]–[27].
\(^93\) Abraham v Region Wallonne (C-2/07) [2008] E.C.R. I-I197 at [32]–[33].
precisely by the works involved in doubling the track. The same must apply to a project, such as the one in dispute in the main proceedings, which seeks to enable an increase in the activity of an airport and, consequently, in the intensity of air traffic.\(^{94}\)

It will be recalled that in this country, authorities and the industry were caught out because originally there was no procedure in place for requiring environmental assessment before reserved matters were approved pursuant to an existing outline permission.\(^{95}\)

**Effects beyond the narrowly informative**

The 1985 Directive required public consultation on the environmental assessment, and it appears from the preamble to the Directive that the original purpose in doing so was that “information supplied by the developer … may be supplemented … by the people who may be concerned by the project in question”. The focus was very much on ensuring that more informed decisions were made.

However, the Directive was subsequently amended to bring it into line with the Aarhus Convention and the emphasis of the consultation process has shifted away from the gathering of information and towards ensuring that the opinions and concerns of the public in relation to the information presented by the developer are addressed and seen to be addressed:

“thereby increasing the accountability and transparency of the decision-making process and contributing to public awareness of environmental issues and support for the decisions taken.”\(^ {96}\)

In *Berkeley v Secretary of State for the Environment, Transport and the Regions (No.1)*,\(^ {97}\) Lord Hoffmann was asked to look at a number of different documents:

“I do not accept that this paper chase can be treated as the equivalent of an environmental statement … The point about the environmental statement contemplated by the Directive is that it constitutes a single and accessible compilation … of the relevant environmental information and the summary in non-technical language. It is true that article 6.3 gives member states a discretion as to the places where the information can be consulted, the way in which the public may be informed and the manner in which the public is to be consulted. But I do not think it allows member states to treat a disparate collection of documents … traceable only by a person with a good deal of energy and persistence as satisfying the requirement …”

It was made clear that environmental reports should be drafted so that they can be understood as stand-alone documents, although there is no express requirement for this in the wording of the Directive itself, so that the relevant findings of other work are summarised or referred to and members of the public do not have to embark upon a “paper-chase”.

In *R. (on the application of Mellor) v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government*,\(^ {98}\) the European Court of Justice (“ECJ”) subsequently emphasised the importance of public accessibility of the procedures. That case involved a challenge by a third party to the Secretary of State’s failure to give reasons for his “screening” decision not to require an EIA for a particular project. The EIA Directive did not require the giving of reasons for decisions about the need for an EIA. The United Kingdom’s implementing regulations required that reasons be given for a determination that EIA was required, but not for a decision that no such assessment was required. The ECJ held that Member States had to make

\(^{94}\) *Abraham v Region Wallonne* (C-2/07) [2008] E.C.R. I-1197 at [43]–[45].

\(^{95}\) *R. (on the application of Barker) v Bromley LBC* [2006] UKHL 52; [2007] 1 A.C. 470.


\(^{97}\) *Berkeley v Secretary of State for the Environment, Transport and the Regions (No.1)* [2001] 2 A.C. 603 HL at [617].

\(^{98}\) *R. (on the application of Mellor) v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government* (C-75/08) [2010] P.T.S.R. 880.
a determination as to whether an EIA was needed, and that third parties had to be able to satisfy themselves that this had been done properly, in order to decide whether they had grounds to apply for a judicial review of the decision.\textsuperscript{99} The court held that although it was not a requirement of the Directive that the decision notice itself give reasons, these must be provided at the request of an interested party.\textsuperscript{100}

Under the influence of the Aarhus Convention, the latest version of the Directive requires developers to state the main alternatives to their proposals that they have studied, and explain the reasons for their choice taking into account the environmental effect.\textsuperscript{101} This enables the reasoning for the choices to be publicly examined.

**Effect and limitations of the EIA Directive**

The effectiveness of the EIA Directive, whether as an aid to decision-making, or as a means of ensuring that environmental issues are aired, is subject to certain constraints.

Most importantly, there is a very wide discretion as to what projects are assessed. In the first place, the Member States are not required to individually examine every project on a case-by-case basis to determine whether it might have a significant effect on the environment, and can choose what thresholds are applied to Annex II development. The Court of Appeal has recently held in the *Loader* case that planning authorities are not required to assess all projects “in every case where an environmental objection which might influence the decision on planning consent is raised”.\textsuperscript{102} The most recent codification of the EIA Directive says this:

“Member States may set thresholds or criteria for the purpose of determining which of such projects should be subject to assessment on the basis of the significance of their environmental effects. Member States should not be required to examine projects below those thresholds or outside those criteria on a case-by-case basis.”\textsuperscript{103}

Secondly, what is a “significant” impact of developments within the thresholds is left undefined by the Community legislature, and it is up to the Member States to decide. Within the United Kingdom, it is left to the particular planning authority which is considering the application to decide what is or is not likely to be a significant effect.\textsuperscript{104} To some degree, it is common sense that a given effect in one place may be less significant than the same effect in another. For instance, a development of ten houses in the middle of the countryside on the habitat of a shy species of foraging animal may have an altogether more deleterious effect than the same development sited on previously developed land in the midst of a major city. To that extent, it makes sense for assessment of significance to be a purely local matter relying upon the exercise of judgment. On the other hand, the identification of potential effects may not be possible until assessment work is done, and so environmental impacts may be missed. It also means that developers do not have a level playing field and there is a lack of certainty as to how much assessment work will be required in any particular case. At European level we see this starkly. The Commission has reported great variation in the numbers of projects subjected to assessment between 2002 and 2006: just 25–30 were carried out annually in Austria, compared with 1,600 or so in Sweden, 5,000 in France and 3,000 in Greece. By

\textsuperscript{99} R. (on the application of Mellor) v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government (C-75/08) [2010] P.T.S.R. 880 at [51], [57]–[59].

\textsuperscript{100} R. (on the application of Mellor) v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government (C-75/08) [2010] P.T.S.R. 880 at 61.

\textsuperscript{101} Directive 2011/92 on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment [2011] OJ L26/1 art.5(3)(d); cf. Aarhus Convention art.6(6)(e).

\textsuperscript{102} R. (on the application of Loader) v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government [2012] EWCA Civ 869 at [32]–[33].


comparison, there were between 597 and 700 EIAs carried out annually in the United Kingdom during
the same period, putting us among the least strict Member States. To reduce this uncertainty at least in part, the Directive has been implemented in the United Kingdom so as to provide an advance “screening” procedure to check whether proposals require assessment, and a “scoping” procedure for checking how much assessment work needs to be carried out. The procedures allow for appeals by developers to the Secretary of State, which at least in theory ought to provide some consistency. The latest 2011 set of regulations also allowed members of the public for the first time to request a screening direction from the Secretary of State, and made clear that the Secretary of State was entitled to examine developments below the published thresholds. The current scoping procedures can however be criticised because they are optional and where they are not done at an early stage, there may subsequently be demands for further information. Both screening and scoping procedures suffer for lack of public consultation at the crucial initial stages of determining the scope of any environmental study, which reduces the legitimacy accorded to the process and deprives decision-makers of an opportunity to learn of concerns that it might not itself have considered.

An important general limitation in the United Kingdom development control system is that the definition of “development” requiring planning permission excludes agricultural use of land. In Birch it was accepted by the Court of Appeal that the spreading of compost could be ignored as an environmental effect of a development if it would not amount to “development” requiring consent by way of planning permission.

Another limitation is that unlike the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) Directive for the assessment of governmental plans and programmes, the EIA Directive does not require developers of individual projects to consider reasonable alternatives, and in particular it does not require them to study whether alternative designs could have a less harmful environmental impact. Government guidance is that Design and Access Statements are supposed to be a tool for improving the sustainability and inclusiveness of the design, and should “demonstrate how climate change mitigation … and adaptation measures … have been considered in the design of the proposal”. Nevertheless, there remains no general legislative requirement to actively demonstrate that reasonable and less environmentally harmful alternatives to the chosen design have been considered.

The SEA Directive is emerging as an important influence on plan-making. It required the suspension of the Coalition Government’s revocation of Regional Spatial Strategies as—extraordinarily—no detailed assessment had been made of the impacts that this would have on development outcomes or whether alternative approaches would have better outcomes. While in theory development plans have always been required to be “sound” before they are adopted, the procedural duty to consider reasonable alternatives is useful in encouraging a culture in which robust evidence forms the basis for policy decisions. Notably, in recent years, the courts have found that there was no apparent justification for why it was proposed in the Forest Heath Core Strategy to locate 1,200 homes on a specific site as an urban extension to Newmarket, while in Heard the court upheld a challenge to the selection of the north-east of Norwich as a “growth triangle” because it had not been assessed against alternatives. In the Heard case Ouseley J. emphasised that the Directive requires a reasoned evaluative process which explains what, if any, alternatives are thought to be reasonable and why; and

107 Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2011 (SI 2011/1824) reg.4 paras (8)(b) and (9).
111 Department for Communities and Local Government, Guidance on information requirements and validation (March 2010) paras 102–3, 105.
112 R. (on the application of Cala Homes (South) Ltd) v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government [2010] EWHC 2866 (Admin) at [541–66] per Sales J.
which examines all reasonable alternatives equally to see whether those options which start as preferred ones ought to remain so.\textsuperscript{114}

**Practical impacts of the EIA procedures**

The actual impact of EIA procedures on decisions is unclear. Case studies require a great deal of research, including interviewing the participants in the decision-making process and reading through all the submitted materials. Accordingly, there have been relatively few academic studies of EIA in action, and very few have been done within the last few years. They are not, on the whole, encouraging.

Early studies suggested that there was a culture of “minimum compliance” initially, and reviews of inquiry decisions in 1996 found that inspectors attributed little weight to the contents of environmental statements (“ESs”) and in 53 per cent of the sample of cases examined (about half of all the EIA public inquiry cases at the time) the ES was not even mentioned. As late as the early 1990s, the Secretary of State was ignoring his own circulars and most environmental statements failed to meet the minimum requirements of the regulations.\textsuperscript{115}

In the mid-1990s, there appears to have been a change in attitudes. Wood and Jones’s study of 40 EIA cases revealed that while only 72 per cent of planning officers thought the ESs to have been adequate, 63 per cent of them found the ES “very” or “reasonably” useful in reaching their recommendations, 61 per cent claimed to give them “moderate” or “substantial” weight, and they thought that in about 20–30 per cent of cases they had been “very” or “reasonably” influential in affecting the final decision.\textsuperscript{116}

A 2002 review of 14 post-1997 decision letters found that inspectors were mentioning the ES in most cases, and in two cases the inadequacy of the ES was cited as a reason for dismissing an appeal. However, there was found not to be “any convincing evidence that the ES has played a significant part in the decision-making process”. In the majority of cases, the determining issues were policy-based, and where they were impact-based appeals were rejected despite ESs which stated that there was no significant adverse effect. The consensus among practitioners surveyed as part of the same 2002 research was that in the light of judicial review challenges there was more attention paid to ensuring that the correct EIA procedures were followed, but that it was the policy context and general emphasis on environmental and sustainability issues rather than EIA which had influenced planning decisions.\textsuperscript{117}

An evaluation of four waste-disposal case studies decided in 1994, 1996, 1997 and 2002 against the Aarhus Convention’s requirement for “early” and “effective” public participation in decision-making found that not all those affected by the developments were informed of the application, that there was insufficient pre-application consultation of the locals, that those who were informed were not given advance information about the decision-making process and opportunities for participation. The statutory minimum time period for public consultation on the ES was considered to be too short for consideration of complex issues, while a lack of technical knowledge impeded understanding of the issues. It was suggested that scoping should be made mandatory, with integral public participation at that stage.\textsuperscript{118}

Snell and Cowell studied the scoping process as practised in 2004. They found that only about 50 per cent of planning authorities surveyed thought determining the significance of environmental impacts to be important in scoping. They found a lack of expertise among planning officers, a lack of specific advice and guidance, and strong criticism by both planning officers and environmental consultants of statutory
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\textsuperscript{114} Heard v Broadland DC [2012] EWHC 344 (Admin) at [66]–[72].


consultees, who were castigated for “minimal input, the provision of bland, noncommittal responses, and … delayed and poorly coordinated feedback”.

Rather than engaging with the Directive on its own terms and examining potential environmental effects of each development, developers submitted information based upon “what might ultimately best expedite consent”, while local planning authorities were animated by “a pervading fear of legal challenge” adopted a standardised, “checklist” approach and tended to “scope in” information for those reasons. Scoping was viewed not as part of an iterative process of project design, but as a hoop to jump through.

Bond, Cobb and Cashmore looked at three case studies for a paper written in 2006. They found that what they termed “developmental outcomes” were not particularly notable. The quality of the assessment reports was found to be very poor, with “rigorous scientific approaches…infrequently employed”. They highlighted a failure to consider alternatives as part of the design process: “some alternatives were entirely unrealistic, while in other cases, the comparative assessments were documented justifications of decisions that had already been made”. At best, the contribution of the assessment work was to “modest “fine-tuning” rather than influencing the selection of strategic alternatives”. Planning officers had insufficient time to read through the material that was submitted. Councillors’ primary concern was public opinion. Developers saw the process as “an advocacy tool in a political process of conciliation” which was “linked more to the appeasement of influential stakeholders by creating a perception of due diligence and through provision for impact mitigation”, Participatory procedures were subverted in one case where the developers set up and funded a community association to “create a veneer of democratic respectability” and stifled genuine debate. Thus, the authors saw what in effect was a cynical genuflection to the aims of the procedure while all parties actually engaged in “double-think”. Ironically, given the apparently Machiavellian motivations of developers and decision-makers, the authors found that at least some of the environmental non-governmental organisations taking part in consultations started to trust the process more. The authors considered that the only observable positive impacts of the EIA procedures were likely to be the release of environmental data into the public domain, and what they called “social learning” — the organisation of working groups of developers, objectors and professionals to co-ordinate their participation in the system.

A comparative study of Italy and the United Kingdom published this year found that while our EIA procedures and practice compare favourably with Italian ones, our methodology of environmental assessment still leaves a lot to be desired. More work needed to be done in monitoring results of development, integrating and updating baseline data and verifying the effectiveness of mitigation measures. Ineffective scoping and “non-existent follow-up” were highlighted, and ESs were criticised as being “voluminous, disorganised and over-technical” but also “insufficiently interdisciplinary”. There was insufficient public participation in analysing and designing alternatives, sustainability indicators and thresholds were not defined and used as yardsticks, and the impact of refuse and recycling of waste resulting from development was often overlooked.

What all these studies show is that it is all very well to have detailed procedural rules, but unless the values underlying the rules are instilled in participants in the process, they will be ineffective. Once again here, we see that it is changes in policy and cultural shifts which seem to have altered the outcomes rather than legislative measures.

A drawback consistently identified by those who have studied the implementation of EIA in the United Kingdom is a failure to properly condition follow-up monitoring and re-assessment in order to improve the accuracy of assessments and improve their methodologies. This has also been found to be a common concern across the Member States in a review of the literature by the Commission in June 2009. At EU-level, concern about the variation in approaches to screening, variable quality of reports, and the inadequacy of participation have been other themes.

The most significant overall weakness is the fact that only about 0.1 per cent of all United Kingdom planning decisions require EIA, although it is possible that environmental impacts are being designed out in order to avoid having to go through the EIA procedure. This is because it is difficult to adopt a scientific approach to “sustainable development” without attempting to systematically estimate and quantify the effects of a development. That tends to suggest that more projects ought to be assessed in the United Kingdom.

A study of costs and benefits of the EIA Directive for the Commission in 2007 reviewed the literature and found that no efforts had been made to quantify the benefits of EIA, but that practitioners across the Member States broadly did not think the costs unreasonable or disproportionate and generally felt the regulation brought a net benefit. Overall, the costs of assessing a project seem to range from 0.1 per cent of large projects to 1 per cent of small projects, which would not be excessive if the procedures lead to improved design and siting of development. It may be that, as the Commission has suggested, a way to reduce costs and bureaucracy with regard to individual projects is to thoroughly identify parameters for sustainability at the development planning stage, which would then obviate the need for individual assessment of developments within those parameters unless new information came to light.

The difficulties in assigning value to ecological degradation and the need for limits

An important trend in environmental law has been to expand the number of factors that local authorities should consider, a trend that has been reinforced by the courts’ willingness to permit financial considerations to be taken into account. As has been mentioned, a second important trend has been the development of requirements to provide information about developments. In utilising the information that has been gathered, whether by formal EIA or the usual determination procedure, decision-makers need to have regard to the extent to which the impact on the environment will be tolerable.

The data derived from the statutory consultations and any environmental statement must then feed into an assessment of a development’s “sustainability” in order to judge whether or not it is acceptable. It is the yardstick by which one is to make this judgment that we must next consider. The whole concept of “sustainability” has come under attack from many quarters for reasons of both principle and of practice. One line of attack is that the concept of preserving the world for future generations is entirely
anthropocentric, when we ought to be preserving the environment for its own sake. Can it be right to shoot an elephant for fun just because this does not cause human beings harm, ask Bebhinn Donnelly and Patrick Bishop?\textsuperscript{133} However, even if we accept its anthropocentric premise, it proves to be very difficult to define wellbeing, or to properly measure how far this would be jeopardised by any particular action.

A liberal system of laws based on respect for personal autonomy ought perhaps to respect individuals’ subjective assessments of wellbeing. Subjective wellbeing statistics are now being collected by the Office for National Statistics.\textsuperscript{134} On the other hand, concerns that not everyone conceives wellbeing in the same terms, and indeed that treating everyone’s conception of “living well” as being equally valid is unethical mean that the OECD collects statistics on “life satisfaction” but combines them with other objective measurements in its “Better Life Index”.\textsuperscript{135}

What counts as a positive or negative social impact is itself particularly contested, for instance between those who value equality of outcomes over equality of opportunities and those on the other side of the debate. Tolerance of inequality may itself depend on other factors apart from the cultural or ideological, such as overall levels of wealth, health and living conditions. Customs and preferences vary both within and between societies, spatially and over time. 66 per cent of Latvians lived in flats in 2009, compared to less than 15 per cent of Britons. 61 per cent of Romanians lived in detached houses, compared to about 25 per cent of Britons.\textsuperscript{136} It would be difficult either to predict that each nation’s preferences would remain the same over multiple generations, or to argue that one form of housing development is inherently less conducive to overall human wellbeing than another. Conversely, future generations are likely to value things very differently to current ones and it is difficult to account for this in assigning present day values to social patterns and benefits. The social value of natural assets such as attractive landscapes will be affected by numerous factors including the proportion of the population living in urban areas, the accessibility of those landscapes for recreation, and the popularity of alternative recreational pursuits available.

Assuming that one can arrive at a consensus at what is socially “sustainable”, the economic aspect to “sustainable development” is actually relatively easy to pin down, as one can simply measure overall wealth. It is of course difficult to forecast the speed of economic growth as this depends in part on technological and social change, and how social or institutional factors affect innovation and the spread of wealth is not easy to calculate. But economists have over a century of experience in developing analytical approaches to achieve this, and significant numbers of them have spent more than two decades seeking to apply economic science to environmental processes. Here, an approach has been adopted of drawing up “natural balance sheets”, trying to put a value on individual “ecosystem services” such as the provision of clean air, food and water, soil stabilisation, flood protection, and the maintenance of a habitable and attractive environment generally. This approach treats natural resources as a “natural capital” stock, to be added to the sum of human, social and built. Indicative national “inclusive wealth” accounts have now been drawn up.\textsuperscript{137} The British government has in its Natural Environment White Paper declared as follows:

“Too many of the benefits we derive from nature are not properly valued. The value of natural capital is not fully captured in the prices customers pay, in the operations of our markets or in the accounts of government or business. When nature is undervalued, bad choices can be made.

\textsuperscript{136} Anna Rybkowska, Micha Schneider, “Housing Conditions in Europe in 2009” [2011] Eurostat Statistics in Focus Issue 4 p.10 Figure 7 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{137} UNUHD and UNEP, Inclusive Wealth Report 2012: Measuring Progress Toward Sustainability (CUP, July 2012).
We will put natural capital at the centre of economic thinking and at the heart of the way the way we measure economic progress nationally. We will include natural capital within the UK Environmental Accounts. We will establish an independent Natural Capital Committee to advise the Government on the state of natural capital in England.\textsuperscript{138}

There are difficulties with this; many ecosystem services are difficult to disentangle from each other, and since there is no functioning market for these services it is hard to price them. It is difficult to arrive at an aesthetic or spiritual value for a component of an ecosystem, and separate that from its functional value. Even if end-services could be valued, there is insufficient scientific data on the inter-relationship of the myriad variables within ecosystems to be able to price each individually.\textsuperscript{139} Alterations to one variable may have disproportionate impact on other factors. For instance, some species are dispensable in ecosystems while others are “keystone” species whose absence causes a collapse of the whole system. Changes to a variable (such as levels of rainfall on land or dissolved nutrients in water) beyond a particular threshold can accordingly result in a dramatic shift from one sort of stable ecological community to another. The values at which the tipping-point lies cannot easily be predicted by observing the existing ecosystem.\textsuperscript{140}

There are also universally recognised drawbacks to accounting approaches even if sufficient data was available. National capital accounts presuppose that the various forms of capital are mutually substitutable, when in fact (at least with the present state of technology) machines cannot repopulate ecosystems or compensate for the loss of ecosystem services.\textsuperscript{141} Secondly, and related to the first issue, some ecosystem services are absolutely essential to life and their loss would be catastrophic, such that in fact their value is infinite. In reality therefore, changes to ecosystems may not be reversible. Accordingly, “resilience” of ecosystems and “reversibility” of changes have become key concepts in ensuring that future generations are not permanently deprived of resources.\textsuperscript{142}

Since there is such uncertainty about the present-day value of ecosystem components, their future economic and social value, future rates of economic growth and technological advances, and the existence of undetected “tipping points”, it is imperative to adopt a cautious approach to ecosystem degradation and to set limits to ecological damage at a tolerable level of risk.\textsuperscript{143} Despite the United Kingdom having subscribed to the Rio Declaration, the “precautionary principle” has not been enacted as a principle of domestic law binding upon public authorities, and cannot be relied upon unless incorporated into government policy or in interpreting transposed EU Directives.\textsuperscript{144} This is something that could easily be remedied by creating a statutory requirement to take a precautionary approach where risks are judged to be significant.

There are, however, a few legislative limits on development which take a precautionary approach. In this regard, I shall touch on the Habitats Directive which is the most notable attempt to impose limits.

\textit{The Habitats and Birds Directives: existing (near-) absolute limits in environmental law}

The Birds Directive\textsuperscript{145} applies to “all species of naturally-occurring birds in the wild state”, and requires Member States to “take the requisite measures to maintain the population of the species … at a level which
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corresponds in particular to ecological, scientific and cultural requirements, while taking account of economic and recreational requirements, or to adapt the population of these species to that level”. 146

The Habitats Directive sets up a very strict system of protection for protected species listed in Annex IV to the Directive, and also for areas designated as Special Protection Areas for birds (“SPAs”) or Special Areas of Conservation (“SACs”). 147 The Directive states that its objective is “ensuring biodiversity”. Although Member States are required to “take account of economic, social and cultural requirements”, they must take implementing measures “designed to maintain or restore, at favourable conservation status, natural habitats and species of wild fauna and flora of Community interest”. 148 Articles 12 and 13 require them to “take the requisite measures to establish a system of strict protection” for species listed in Annex IV, prohibiting activities such as deliberate capture, killing, destruction, disturbance, collecting or uprooting of the animals and plants concerned. The European Court of Justice has held that this strict system must go beyond mere prohibitions, but must be effective to avoid these deleterious activities taking place. 149 In relation to the SACs, art.6(2) requires that Member States take:

“appropriate steps to avoid, in the special areas of conservation, the deterioration of natural habitats and the habitats of species as well as disturbance of the species for which the areas have been designated, in so far as such disturbance could be significant in relation to the objectives of this Directive.”

Article 6(3) applies to:

“[a]ny plan or project not directly connected with or necessary to the management of the site but likely to have a significant effect thereon, either individually or in combination with other plans or projects.”

These must “be subject to appropriate assessment of its implications for the site in view of the site’s conservation objectives”. Furthermore, “in the light of the conclusions of the assessment…the competent national authorities shall agree to the plan or project only after having ascertained that it will not adversely affect the integrity of the site concerned”. Accordingly, a project or plan must be subject to assessment if there is “a probability or a risk that that plan or project will have a significant effect on the site concerned”. The court has ruled that:

“[i]n the light, in particular, of the precautionary principle, such a risk exists if it cannot be excluded on the basis of objective information that the plan or project will have a significant effect.” 150

Domestic courts have followed the European jurisprudence in holding that decision-makers must be able to “conclude for certain” that there would be no adverse impact on the integrity of the site — that is, “it must be shown beyond doubt that the development would not have any adverse effect upon the SPA”. 151 The European Court has held that the regulatory measures or rules operated by the Member State must “systematically guarantee in all cases that the activities in question will not cause disturbances likely significantly to affect those conservation objectives”. 152 There is a procedure for derogations but only “in the absence of alternative solutions”, where the “plan or project must nevertheless be carried out for


imperative reasons of overriding public interest”, and the Member State takes “all compensatory measures necessary to ensure that the overall coherence” of the network of protected sites “is protected”. 153

In relation to birds, this August saw the introduction of a new reg.9A of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2012 154 which states, “a competent authority in exercising any function … must use all reasonable endeavours to avoid any pollution or deterioration of habitats of wild birds”. This arguably prevents them from approving any building whatsoever on land used as habitat for wild birds—even land not within an SPA or SAC—unless it would be positively unreasonable not to approve it.

The Directives have sent ripples through the planning system, causing a great deal of alarm to certain developers and generating a concern that they have been “gold-plating” so as to absolutely protect the various species concerned, giving an over-strict and over-cautious interpretation to what might be a “significant” effect or an impact adverse to the overall integrity of a protected site. 155 This view gained sufficient traction to trigger a governmental review at the start of this year into how the Directives had been implemented. Conversely, the English and Welsh courts have on the whole been reluctant to interpret the Directives strictly. The oft-repeated refrain is that “the provisions…are intended to be an aid to effective environmental decision-making, not a legal obstacle course”. 156 The government’s review has concluded that the Directives are generally working well, with Natural England only objecting to about 0.5 per cent of the 26,500 consultations it receives annually on Habitats grounds. 157 Interestingly, the review found that protected sites in Britain make up 6 per cent of our land area and 7 per cent of our inshore waters, which sounds impressive and yet is a much lower proportion than one finds in the rest of Europe, where they range from 9 per cent to 35 per cent with an average cover of 17.5 per cent. 158 This does not suggest that the United Kingdom is “gold-plating” the Directives; rather it seems to be valuing its habitats as rather less worthy of special protection than all 26 other Member States. Whether they actually are less ecologically valuable is beyond the expertise of this writer. But it does seem inevitable that where habitats and species are particularly valuable, rare and threatened, then protecting them does have to give a very high priority if “sustainability” is to have any meaning at all.

The challenge is to do this while providing predictability and conditions for economic success. The Implementation Review has proposed useful measures to improve the transparency, predictability and speed of the application of the Directives. A “problem solving unit” has been set up in Whitehall, the Major Infrastructure and Environment Unit (“MIEU”), to give early advice on the requirements of the Directives to developers of high-priority major projects, and to work on solutions that enable the infrastructure to be delivered without detriment to protected areas and species. The government has committed to publishing by next spring a new, simplified “overarching guidance manual” that promises to avoid over-precautionary approaches while remaining compliant with the Directives. Defra are currently consulting on draft guidance relating to art.6(4) on alternative solutions, derogation criteria and compensatory measures. There has been a commitment to implement the Penfold Review recommendations, which include requiring a deadline of 13 weeks for derogation licensing decisions, introducing standard “class licences” for routine operations, enabling developers to claim costs of planning appeals where statutory consultees have acted unreasonably, and setting up “account managers” and “relationship managers” with the 25 largest developers with whom the statutory nature consultees interact. There have

---

155 See R. (on the application of Peters) v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government and Surrey Heath DC [2009] EWHC 1125 (Admin) at [51].
also been commitments to review and more clearly publicise the conservation objectives of protected sites, to review the effectiveness of existing mitigation measures and to encourage the sharing of environmental data.\textsuperscript{159}

The Habitats Directives are the paradigm example of the “precautionary principle” constraining development. As I have argued, it must be right in principle that particularly vulnerable and important ecosystems are subject to this approach. In the longer term, as data becomes more comprehensive and reliable, it will be possible to get a clearer idea of what sorts of development can be permitted near a protected site or species. However, in the near term these streamlining measures themselves are not going to be enough to reconcile the competing demands of conservation and development. Ultimately, if the level of protection of these protected areas is not to be watered down then development needs to be channelled into locations that are clearly more appropriate. That is an argument in favour of a more rational strategic plan-led planning system.

The Sustainable Development Commission has recommended a more strategic approach based on setting environmental limits. In a 2011 report, it has suggested extending genuine spatial planning to include the extension of land use planning to agricultural land to protect soils and habitats and absolute limits on development to reduce habitat loss/fragmentation and enhance multifunctionality of land.\textsuperscript{160} In order to do this, as was recognised in the Natural Environment White Paper, it will be necessary to build up a larger and more coherent ecological network with well-policed boundaries while encouraging development elsewhere.

Interaction with other regimes

What we have then as a result of environmental law is \textit{first}, a wider range of mandatory considerations and policies running the whole gamut of environmental policy; \textit{secondly} much greater \textit{structure} imposed on authorities, with greater opportunity for public participation and the provision of more information; \textit{and thirdly}, we have a set of statutory limits in relation to habitats and species. \textit{Fourthly}, though, we have a whole new set of other separate controls under dedicated environmental legislation.

That begs the question of how planning authorities deal with the existence of other systems of control. Possibilities are (1) to ignore the existence of the other system and come to one’s own decision on the merits; (2) come to one’s own decision but having regard to the other system’s policies and principles, and affording other regulators some greater or lesser degree of deference; (3) have regard to the other system and try to second-guess what the regulator would do but grant permission if the scheme were thought likely to be approved by the regulator; or (4) have regard to the other system but that it will be adequate and refuse to duplicate its functions.

PPS23 appeared to indicate that option (4) was the correct approach. Its annexes contained information about the Pollution Prevention and Control regime, the contaminated land regime, air and water quality policies, and statutory nuisance. It stated at paras 10 and 11:

“The planning and pollution control systems are separate but complementary. Pollution control is concerned with preventing pollution through the use of measures to prohibit or limit the release of substances to the environment from different sources to the lowest practicable level. It also ensures that ambient air and water quality meet standards that guard against impacts to the environment and human health. The planning system controls the development and use of land in the public interest. It plays an important role in determining the location of development which may give rise to pollution … and in ensuring that other developments are, as far as possible, not affected by major existing, or potential sources of pollution. The planning system should focus on whether the development itself


\textsuperscript{160} Sustainable Development Commission, \textit{Know your environmental limits} (March 2011) pp.16–18, 25.
is an acceptable use of the land, and the impact of those uses, rather than the control of processes or emissions themselves. Planning authorities should work on the assumption that the relevant pollution control regime will be properly applied and enforced. They should act to complement but not seek to duplicate it.

Close co-ordination between planning authorities, transport authorities and pollution control regulators is essential to meet the common objective that where development takes place, it is sustainable.”

Paragraph 15 then continued:

“This requires close co-operation with the Environment Agency and/or the pollution control authority, and other relevant bodies such as English Nature, Drainage Boards, and water and sewerage undertakers, to ensure that in the case of potentially polluting developments:

- The relevant pollution control authority is satisfied that potential releases can be adequately regulated under the pollution control framework; and
- The effects of existing sources of pollution in and around the site are not such that the cumulative effects of pollution when the proposed development is added would make that development unacceptable.”

This envisaged other regulators being asked whether they had powers to deal with any potential impacts from the proposal, and if the answer was “yes”, to consider only whether the cumulative impacts would be unacceptable. Annex 1A to PPS23 stated that:

“It should not be necessary to use planning conditions to control the pollution aspects of a development that are subject to prior approval by a pollution control authority.”

Other matters outside the scope of such a permit, such as hours of operation, the construction process and landscaping, could it said be made subject to conditions. 161

The NPPF now states: 162

“To prevent unacceptable risks from pollution and land instability, planning policies and decisions should ensure that new development is appropriate for its location. The effects (including cumulative effects) of pollution on health, the natural environment or general amenity, and the potential sensitivity of the area or proposed development to adverse effects from pollution, should be taken into account

... In doing so, local planning authorities should focus on whether the development itself is an acceptable use of the land, and the impact of the use, rather than the control of processes or emissions themselves where these are subject to approval under pollution control regimes. Local planning authorities should assume that these regimes will operate effectively. Equally, where a planning decision has been made on a particular development, the planning issues should not be revisited through the permitting regimes operated by pollution control authorities.”

This, of course, assumes that there is a neat separation between the planning systems and other regimes. In some scenarios the two genuinely can be complementary.

162 NPPF (DCLG, March 2012) paras 120 and 122.
The case law on other regimes as considerations

In *R. (on the application of Cox Skips Ltd) v First Secretary of State*, the claimants had obtained permission to erect a building which they used to recycle and reprocess waste. They had planning permission allowing use “for the purposes of a waste transfer station for materials arising from construction, building, demolition, gardening and landscape industries excluding special wastes and liquid wastes”, as well as “use…to accommodate stable waste, along with a skip to temporarily store asbestos sheeting and guttering classified as special waste”. Condition 2 of that planning permission stipulated:

“The site shall be used only for the purposes of a waste transfer and recycling facility in accordance with the terms of this permission … and for no other purposes.”

The claimants had obtained a waste management licence allowing them to handle food waste and bonded asbestos. They applied permission removing the restrictions imposed by Condition 2 to enable any waste to be handled at the facility subject to it being licensed by the Environment Agency. The planning inspector decided as follows:

“The two areas of legislation should complement each other, both over the degree of control and the matters which give rise to concern. In broad terms, planning controls are more relevant or appropriate in the wider area away from the site; the Environment Agency, through the waste management licence, is not able to give protection to broader environmental interests in the surrounding area … it is both appropriate and necessary that the detailed and specific concerns addressed by the waste management licence are augmented by appropriate planning controls.

… There is the possibility that new types of waste could require novel handling methods which would have their own different range of environmental impacts. I accept that these may be no more harmful than the present range of operations or may even have less impact. Nevertheless, different waste streams may require different methods of handling, either in the types of vehicles used to transport the waste, the machinery used to handle it on site, and the containers used for storage prior to removal from the site. It may be that the installed plant already on site could successfully deal with new types of waste, but this may not be always so.

Although the waste management licence accepts a capacity of 260,000 tonnes per year, it was agreed at the inquiry that the installed capacity is about 130,000 tonnes, and that it is currently processing some 64,000 tonnes. That is, within the limitation of the current waste management licence there is scope for considerable growth in the amount of waste handled at this site, with a commensurate growth in traffic and potential implications for other issues of planning concern.

In my view it is appropriate for the planning authority to retain control over the types of waste handled here because of the associated implications of noise, movement or other off-site impacts not adequately controlled by the waste management licence … That is, I do not accept that the waste management licence alone offers a rigorous or wide enough regime to safeguard the amenities of the local residents or the environmental impacts associated with the site operations over the wider area. Future expansion should be open to examination for, amongst other matters, the likely traffic impact. Therefore, I do not consider that removing all planning controls over the waste types to be handled would be appropriate.”

In the *Cox Skips* scenario, there was no conflict or duplication between the planning control objectives and the waste licensing regime; the planning regime looked at broader and different impacts other than pollution hazard such as traffic generation, so it was proper to retain both sets of controls.

---

163 *R. (on the application of Cox Skips Ltd) v First Secretary of State* [2006] EWHC 2626 (Admin).
164 *R. (on the application of Cox Skips Ltd) v First Secretary of State* [2006] EWHC 2626 (Admin) at [16].
The second sort of scenario where planning control and other systems of control are complementary can be where planning conditions are used to “fill in the gaps” of other regimes. A good example of this is the field of noise pollution. Although there are specific regulations relating to noise such as those setting absolute limits for workplaces, very often neighbours’ amenity would otherwise be protected only by the law of nuisance. What is a nuisance is subjective, and private nuisance is extremely costly to prove at trial. The regulation of maximum noise levels by way of planning condition can help to pre-empt such nuisances arising.

However, there are categories of case where planning authorities have to deal with the same issue as other regulatory regimes, for the same reason. In such overlapping areas, there is no easy way to avoid covering the same ground if the authorities give independent consideration to a matter. The legal principles that apply are now very well established.

In the case of Gateshead MBC v Secretary of State for the Environment, the Northumbrian Water Group had applied for permission to build a clinical waste incinerator in a semi-rural location. The planning inspector noted that the emissions would include cadmium and dioxins and would blow over a rural area, and that the documents submitted by the applicants envisaged that such emissions could exceed limits that were safe for health. He considered there to be insufficient certainty about the level of emissions and he recommended refusal of the application. However, the Secretary of State granted permission because while he acknowledged that he could not predict what level of emissions the Inspectorate of Pollution would authorise, he was confident that the controls under the Environmental Protection Act (“EPA”) were adequate to avoid any risk to health from that site. The deputy judge in the High Court, Jeremy Sullivan QC (as he then was), ruled that health risks were a material consideration and the Secretary of State could not simply ignore them and hive off all environmental considerations to the EPA regime. However:

“just as the environmental impact of such emissions is a material planning consideration, so also is the existence of a stringent regime under the EPA for preventing or mitigating that impact and for rendering any emissions harmless. It is too simplistic to say ‘the Secretary of State cannot leave the question of pollution to the EPA’.”

He continued:

“Where two statutory controls overlap, it is not helpful, in my view, to try to define where one control ends and another begins in terms of some abstract principle. If one does so, there is a very real danger that one loses sight of the obligation to consider each case on its individual merits. At one extreme there will be cases where the evidence at the planning stage demonstrates that potential pollution problems have been substantially overcome, so that any reasonable person will accept that the remaining details can sensibly be left to the EPA authorisation process. At the other extreme, there may be cases where the evidence of environmental problems is so damning at the planning stage that any reasonable person would refuse planning permission, saying, in effect, there is no point in trying to resolve these very grave problems through the EPA process. Between those two extremes there will be a whole spectrum of cases disclosing pollution problems of different types and differing degree of complexity and gravity. Reasonable people might well differ as to whether the proper course in a particular case would be to refuse planning permission, or whether it would be to grant planning permission on the basis that one could be satisfied that the problems could and would be resolved by the EPA process. But that decision is for the Secretary of State to take as a matter of planning judgment, subject, of course, to challenge on normal Wednesbury principles.”

165 Control of Noise at Work Regulations 2005 (SI 2005/1643).
The Court of Appeal upheld that approach. It held:

“[T]his was not a case in which it was apparent that a refusal of authorisation will, or will probably be, the only proper decision for HMIP to make. The Secretary of State was therefore justified in concluding that the areas of concern which led to the Inspector … recommending refusal were matters which could properly be decided by HMIP, and that their powers were adequate to deal with those concerns.”

This left it to the decision-maker to decide what weight to give to the existence of the safeguards afforded by the other regimes, in the same way that ordinarily it is entirely a matter for the decision-maker what weight to give to any material consideration.

What this jurisprudence means in practice is that it is very much down to the decision-maker as to whether to leave matters to other regulators. In some cases there genuinely is duplication in the sense that not only the subject-matter but also the purpose for the inquiry is the same. This is the case in relation to alcohol and entertainments licensing and the planning system. Planning control is required to change the use of land to a form of establishment requiring a licence, or to erect licensed premises. The licensing authorities’ objectives are the prevention of crime and disorder, public safety, the prevention of public nuisance, and the protection of children from harm.\(^{(168)}\) Insofar as these are affected by the use of the land, as opposed say to the identity or conduct of the management, impacts affecting these objectives are plainly also material planning considerations.

In 2002, in the case of \textit{Lethem v Secretary of State for Transport, Local Government and the Regions}\(^{(169)}\) an application was made to change the use of retail premises to operate what was euphemistically called a “cafe-bar” but was in fact intended to be operated like a public house. The planning inspector considered that premises primarily serving alcohol would be likely to result in an increase in crime and disorder. He refused the application, stating:

“I accept that the Licensing Authority would have some input into the nature of the use, through conditions that could be applied to the licence and the periodic consideration of whether the licence should be renewed. The letter to the appellant from West Mercia Constabulary, dated 13th February 2001, suggests, amongst other things, no promotional drink offers, drink prices in line with nearby outlets, no applications for Special Hours Certificates, CCTV coverage, and the use of ‘door supervisors’ after 1930 hours. Conditions of this nature, along with others dealing with table covers, the hours when food should be available and so on, may go some way towards defining the character of the use. However, I do not accept that it would be correct to grant planning permission for the proposal as presented and effectively hand over responsibility for defining the use and managing its effects to another regime. To my mind the proposal and its future operation must be satisfactorily secured in planning terms, before it passes to the Licensing Authority for any further control necessary.”

The Deputy High Court Judge George Bartlett QC upheld that decision, saying:

“The essential point … is that a consideration that, in the absence of some other statutory control, would be a material consideration under section 70 is not rendered immaterial by the existence of that other statutory control.”\(^{(170)}\)

\(^{(168)}\) Licensing Act 2003 s.4(2).
While the planning authority in that case was entitled rely on other controls being effective, it was also entitled to be sceptical and to ascertain that they would work in the case before it to render the proposal acceptable in planning terms.

As we have seen, under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations the United Kingdom is required to effectively avoid significant harm eventuating and to grant development consent only if there is no real risk of the harm happening. Disturbance of species without a licence from an appropriate authority is a criminal offence. However, there is no requirement to apply for permits for potentially disturbing activities, and the law is enforced primarily by criminal sanctions after the disturbance has taken place. It might be thought that where the Habitats Directive is engaged the planning authority should not grant permission unless it is sure either that no disturbance will take place, or that a licence will be obtained. The Supreme Court has though held that a planning authority is not obliged to do so and can grant permission even if unsure whether a licence would be granted if sought. Lord Brown considered that:

“… it seems to me wrong in principle, when Natural England have the primary responsibility for ensuring compliance with the Directive, also to place a substantial burden on the planning authority in effect to police the fulfilment of Natural England’s own duty.”

Hence for the moment in this field too, matters are left to the decision-maker’s discretion.

In November 2006, in the case of Hopkins Developments Ltd v First Secretary of State, Deputy Judge Bartlett applied the underlying rationale for the Gateshead judgment to a decision taking a dim view of an alternative control regime. The application concerned a proposal to build a plant to manufacture concrete. The concrete manufacturing process was regulated by the local authority pursuant to the Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control (“IPPC”) regime, and the Environmental Health Officer had expressed herself satisfied that the dust levels would be adequately controlled. However, the planning inspector disagreed and considered that unacceptable quantities of dust would be released into the air, affecting the amenities of nearby residential and industrial locations. It was argued in court that since the IPPC system was supposed to prevent significant pollution from arising, and since he was required to assume that it would be applied, it was unreasonable for the inspector to conclude that pollution would arise. The judge rejected that argument, stating:

“This is an argument that is superficially attractive. But it is dependent on the underlying assumption that, in relation to the likely impact of pollutants … primacy must be accorded to the judgment of the regulator above that of the planning authority. I can see no basis for such an assumption … It would effectively mean that, unless it was clear to the planning authority that the plant could never achieve a permit … the potential impact of pollutants could never enter into its consideration of whether planning permission should be granted.”

What the courts are therefore saying is that it is my approach number (2) which should be adopted, rather than adopting approach (4). The planning authority must still satisfy itself that pollution impacts will be satisfactory, and it may do so by placing such faith in other authorities as it thinks appropriate.

Where a challenge is made to the adequacy of an alternative regulatory regime, the recent Cornish Waste Forum case indicates that as a matter of fairness the planning inspector is required to consider any arguments that are put to him. In that case, the application was for a waste incinerator and the Environment Agency had issued a draft permit for the stack emissions. It was held that it was incumbent on the inspector

171 Combined effect of regs 41(1)(a), 53(3) and 56 of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (SI 2010/490). In England, the licensing authority is either Natural England or the Secretary of State depending upon the reason for the licence. In Wales it is the Welsh Ministers or the Countryside Council for Wales.
174 Hopkins Developments Ltd v First Secretary of State [2006] EWHC 2823 (Admin) at [15].
to consider the matters raised.\textsuperscript{175} This must be correct in principle as the existence of additional or alternative controls is a material consideration, and the limitations of any control regime are relevant in determining what weight to give to its existence. This jurisprudence accordingly means that in some instances planning authorities will have to deal with quite complex and detailed evidence about the rules, processes and assumptions of other forms of regulatory control, in addition to evidence about the actual effects of the development.

The other aspect of environmental law that affects planning decisions is the extent to which it provides redress for harms that are not prevented by the conditions imposed on the planning permission, or by other prior approval processes. One strand of case law suggests that nuisance law and planning control are separate regimes, such that planning authorities need not accept that what has been judged to abate a nuisance is acceptable in planning terms,\textsuperscript{176} and conversely a grant of planning permission cannot operate to turn something which would otherwise be a nuisance into a lawful activity.\textsuperscript{177} On the other hand, there is a strand of case law suggesting that once a strategic planning permission is implemented, the development which it authorises may so change the character of the neighbourhood as to make it unreasonable to expect to be unmolested by the ordinary operation of that development according to its terms.\textsuperscript{178} The basis of this approach was put bluntly by Jackson L.J.: “The planning authority had made a decision in the public interest and the consequences had to be accepted.”\textsuperscript{179} If this is correct, then a planning permission in effect is taking away the neighbours’ civil right to peaceful enjoyment of their property without compensation. The European Court of Human Rights has ruled that:

> “the taking of property without payment of an amount reasonably related to its value will normally constitute a disproportionate interference and a total lack of compensation can be considered justifiable under Article 1 only in exceptional circumstances.”\textsuperscript{180}

In those circumstances, it may be that especial attention needs to be given to the individuals likely to be worst affected and planning obligations imposed on the developer requiring him to compensate them. The question of liability in nuisance has been solved for Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects by the Planning Act 2008. This is provides that a development consent order granted pursuant to that Act will afford a defence in nuisance actions\textsuperscript{181} unless it states to the contrary,\textsuperscript{182} but s.152(3) of the Act states that if there is such a defence to nuisance proceedings:

> “[a] person by whom or on whose behalf any authorised works are carried out must pay compensation to any person whose land is injuriously affected by the carrying out of the works.”

The courts are slow to allow an administrative decision to extinguish private rights without compensation.\textsuperscript{183} It is therefore to be expected, although the wording is narrow, that in line with the Human

\textsuperscript{175} Cornwall Waste Forum St Dennis Branch v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government [2011] EWHC 2761 (Admin) at [48]–[50], [59]. The decision was reversed by the Court of Appeal on the ground, inter alia, that the inspector had in fact dealt with and impliedly rejected the criticism made: Cornwall Waste Forum St Dennis Branch v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government [2012] EWCA Civ 379 at [39]–[40] per Carnwath L.J. No doubt was cast on the argument that in principle it was incumbent on the inspector to address any criticisms made of the adequacy of the IPPC regime.


\textsuperscript{177} These are cited in Barr v Biffa Waste Services [2012] EWCA Civ 312 at [77] per Carnwath L.J.

\textsuperscript{178} See Coventry (t/a RDC Promotions) v Lawrence [2012] EWCA Civ 26 at [53]–[58], [65(v)]; [74]–[75] per Jackson L.J. This is discussed in Barr v Biffa [2012] EWCA Civ 312 at [78]–[85] per Carnwath L.J.

\textsuperscript{179} Coventry (t/a RDC Promotions) v Lawrence [2012] EWCA Civ 26 at [58] per Jackson L.J.


\textsuperscript{181} There is an interesting discussion of whether this will serve to defeat prosecutions under s.79 of the Environmental Protection Act for “statutory nuisances” which are “prejudicial to health” or otherwise distinct from what would be a nuisance at common law in Francis Moor, “Planning for nuisance? A review of the effects of the Planning Act 2008 on the statutory authority defence in the UK” [2011] International Journal of Law in the Built Environment 3(1), 65–82 at 78–80.

\textsuperscript{182} Planning Act 2998 ss.158(1) and (3).

\textsuperscript{183} See Blackburn v ARC Ltd [1998] Env. L.R. 469 at 525.

Rights Convention this compensation provision will be construed broadly to allow compensation to be recovered for those who are affected not just by the building of the infrastructure but also by its operation.\textsuperscript{184}

\textit{Duplication and the costs of overlap}

Planning control is about whether a specific proposed use of land is acceptable at a specific location in the public interest. It is a decision made “in the round”, and so the requirements of other regimes may be met on their own terms but the development may still be found unacceptable. For instance, it may be that an activity would use the best practicable means to control noise but would still harm amenity, or would be safe but would make a quiet neighbourhood unacceptably busy. Accordingly, often the criticism of supposed duplication of other prior consenting regimes is not justified because there is not a simple duplication as the questions are different even if some of the evidence is common to both processes.

Furthermore, planning law has a different and complementary function to reactive regulation by way of tort law claims and criminal charges. It vindicates the overall public interest rather than the rights of victims of pollution and uncontrolled safety risks, and it aims at avoiding problems and creatively designing better places rather than policing minimum standards, compensating victims or punishing the reckless.

It is also apparent that the planning authority is not in fact “duplicating” other regimes even where it covers the same ground and asks the same questions. Let us look for instance at the strongly overlapping instance of the drinking establishment mentioned above. If the planning authorities think it is likely to lead to unacceptable levels of disorder and refuse permission, then the developer will never get around to having to apply to the licensing authorities for a licence.\textsuperscript{185} If the planning authorities grant a conditional planning consent then the licensing authority will not need to duplicate the conditions imposed when it draws up its own licence.

Dealing with a wide range of considerations at the stage of granting planning permission does tend to “front-load” costs and it works against those who merely want “in-principle” consent and have not worked up detailed plans, and those who would be refused permission because the planning authority thinks that the location is wrong for that sort of activity without having to condescend to specific details.

However, the system is supposed to determine the location of land in the public interest and planning authorities have to work on the assumption that proposals will actually be implemented. If an overall assessment of the “sustainability” of development is being made at the level of each decision, then it is vital that the decision-maker is fully informed so that he can feed all the social, economic and environmental impacts of the development into the overall balancing exercise. This was recognised by Adrian Penfold’s review of non-planning consents.\textsuperscript{186} As Penfold concluded in his review, it is conceptually attractive for all issues relating to whether a development should go ahead to be settled at the time when planning permission is granted.\textsuperscript{187} It would also be better for developers to have certainty that all issues will be considered “in the round” than the current system where the extent to which matters are left to other authorities is left to the decision-maker’s discretion. For those reasons, there are good reasons for predicting that the expansion of the planning system’s remit is only likely to continue.

Thus, the Penfold Review’s suggestions of increased pre-application consultation to identify what information is essential, of parallel applications for non-planning consents, of “front-loading” of environmental assessments and design work, and all “in principle” decisions being made at the planning application stage makes overall sense. Clearly, different regimes can be amalgamated to simplify procedures.

\textsuperscript{184} Pace Bishop and Jenkins who take the opposite view without analysis of the Convention case law in “Planning and nuisance: revisiting the balance of public and private interests in land-use development” \textit{Journal of Environmental Law} 23(2), 285–310 at 297.

\textsuperscript{185} Usually these are of course the same local authority but the principle is not affected.


Already many environmental permits have been amalgamated and “standard” or “class” consents are being issued for straightforward cases, based on clear and predictable rules. Clear development plans will go some way to indicating what development is likely to be acceptable in a particular location, so as to reduce the prospect of costs being wasted.

Although Penfold shied away in his Final Report from recommending a single unified planning consent, in future the dilemma of how to deal with other regimes may eventually be eliminated because the planning system will have taken over or integrated many of the other consents.

**Impact on High Court Challenges**

There is no doubt that the prospect of a successful judicial review influences the manner in which decision makers exercise their discretion. This was recognised in opening words of the first edition of the government publication *The Judge Over Your Shoulder*:

“You are sitting at your desk granting licences on behalf of your Minister. Your enabling statutory powers are in the widest possible terms: ‘The Secretary of State may grant licences on such conditions as he thinks fit’. With power like that you might think that there could be no possible ground for legal challenge in the courts whatever you do. But you would be wrong.”

This is not the place for a detailed examination of the impact of European law upon public law decision making. But EU law via its environmental law provisions has had an immense impact upon the ability of dissatisfied persons to challenge planning decisions in the courts and thereby has influenced the way in which such decision are made.

The result is that a challenger who bases his challenge against a planning decision upon an a breach of EU environmental law is in a better position in terms of English court procedure than if his challenge is based upon an entirely English ground of review. The following is a brief overview of the position.

**Time limit for judicial review of planning decisions**

CPR r.54.5 imposes a time limit for filing a claim form with the Administrative Court. The claim must be filed promptly and “in any event not later than three months after the grounds to make the claim first arose.” This is the only avenue open to a person who wishes to challenge the legality of a planning permission granted by a local planning authority.

The three months time limit would seem compatible with the requirements of EU law. However, the real issue is whether the requirement that proceedings be brought “promptly” (or without “undue delay” in the context of permission or remedy) can be said to satisfy the principle of legal certainty. The European Court of Justice (“ECJ”) has repeatedly stated that the effect of EU legislation must be clear and predictable.

---


190 If proceedings are issued outside the 3 month limit, the court has a power to extend the time limit as part of its general case management powers under r.3 (see r.31(2)), but in practice this is not done unless there are good reasons for doing so. Rule 54.5 needs to be considered alongside s.31(6) of the Supreme Court Act 1981, which provides that “where the High Court considers that there has been undue delay in making an application for judicial review, the court may refuse to grant—(a) leave for the making of the application; or (b) any relief sought on the application, if it considers that the granting of the relief sought would be likely to cause substantial hardship to, or substantially prejudice the rights of, any person or would be detrimental to good administration”.

191 A fixed time-limit is less likely to be reasonable if a claimant’s delay in exercising the remedy is due in some way to the conduct of the national authorities (See Edilizia Industriale Siderurgica Srl v Ministero delle Finanze (C231/96) [1998] E.C.R. I-4951 at 48 and Santex SpA v Unità Socio Sanitaria Locale No.42 di Pavia (C-327/00) [2004] All E.R. (EC) 640; [2003] E.C.R. I-1877). The more mitigating the circumstances by which delay can be explained the more likely a refusal of permission or relief based on delay will be unlawful (See Levez v TH Jennings (Harlow Pools) Ltd (C-326/96) [1999] All E.R. (EC) 1; [1998] E.C.R. I-7835 at 20, 27–34).
for those who are subject to it. The concept of promptitude contains a degree of inherent uncertainty, a point I made a decade ago in Jones and Phillpot in “He Who Hesitates is Lost: Judicial Review of Planning Permissions”. That article was considered by the House of Lords in R. (on the application of Burkett) v Hammersmith and Fulham LBC (No. 1), leading Lord Steyn, with whom Lord Hope agreed, to doubt in obiter statements the compatibility of the promptitude rule with EU and ECHR law state in an obiter passage.

This dicta was considered subsequently by the lower courts. In , the Court of Appeal seized upon the fact that in LAM v United Kingdom the European Court of Human Rights (“ECHR”) had held that the promptness requirement was not in breach of art.6(1) of the Convention and that LAM (41671/98) (July 5, 2001) had not been cited in Burkett. The Court of Appeal refused permission to appeal a refusal of permission to apply for judicial review of an environmental challenge to a grant of planning permission brought just within the three month period. Keene L.J. giving the leading judgment relied upon LAM (41671/98) (July 5, 2001) pointing out that the ECHR had held that legal certainty does not connote “absolute certainty” and that this was especially applicable to a procedural rule in applications seeking judicial review where the degree of promptness required would vary from case to case. Hardy did not deal with the position under EU law. Indeed, one of the factors on which Keene L.J. not unreasonably based the decision was the use of a “promptness” test by the ECHR itself in connection with its own procedure. In essence this has remained the position of the English courts. The compatibility of the promptness requirement and EU law has now been addressed by the CJEU. In Uniplex (UK) Ltd v NHS Business Services Authority the CJEU set out guidance on the limitation period established in the UK’s Public Contracts Regulations 2006 (the “Remedies Directive”). The time periods are (no doubt intentionally) identical to those proscribed for judicial review pursuant to CPR 54. The court held that the time for bringing proceedings should run from when the claimant knew, or ought to have known of the alleged breach (the date of knowledge) and not from the date on which the infringement occurred. The CJEU also held that the national court’s discretion under the Regulations to dismiss proceedings not brought “promptly”, even though within the 3 month time limit, breaches certainty and effectiveness and is not compatible with art.1(1) of the Remedies Directive.


195 R. (on the application of Burkett) v Hammersmith and Fulham LBC (No. 1) [2002] UKHL 23; [2002] 1 W.L.R. 1593 at [53]; “… there is at the very least doubt whether the obligation to apply ‘promptly’ is sufficiently certain to comply with European Community law and the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (1953) (Cmnd. 8969). It is a matter for consideration whether the requirement of promptitude, read with the three months limit, is not productive of unnecessary uncertainty and practical difficulty.”


197 Hardy v Pembroke CC (Permission to Appeal) [2006] EWCA Civ 240.

198 LAM v United Kingdom (41671/98) (July 5, 2001).

199 LAM v United Kingdom (41671/98) (July 5, 2001) however post-dated Jones and Phillpot.

200 Although most of the decisions were made more than three months prior to the application for permission for judicial review, the court impliedly accepted that the question in respect of the last decision was whether the proceedings to challenge it had been brought promptly.


204 Advocate General Kokott stated in her opinion that a limitation period the duration of which is placed at the discretion of the court is not predicable in its effects and fails to ensure effective transposition of a Directive’s requirements [para.69].
Consequently, the CJEU held that the English court’s discretion must be exercised to extend the time limit for bringing proceedings in order to comply with EU law.

In *R. (on the application of Buglife: The Invertebrate Conservation Trust) v Medway Council*, H.H. Judge Thornton QC (sitting as Deputy High Court Judge) in a challenge to an EIA planning permission accepted that, following *Uniplex* claimants seeking permission to apply for judicial review no longer have to satisfy an independent test of “promptitude” under CPR r.54.5 where their claim involves the enforcement of European Union Directives. The requirement in such cases is simply that claims be brought within three months of the relevant decision. The *Buglife* view has been reinforced by the judgment of Collins J. in *R. (on the application of U & Partners (East Anglia) Ltd) v Broads Authority* which has quashed the grant of planning permission for a flood defence wall for breaches of the environmental impact assessment (“EIA”) Directive. Collins J. considered that the claim was not brought promptly, however he allowed the claim because of its strong merits and, importantly, because decisions of the CJEU have held that time limits “must be certain since otherwise the protection of rights derived from Community Law would not, it is said, be effective” (at [37]). The judge expressed the view that he did not agree with the CJEU judgments but felt bound by the CJEU judgments in *Uniplex* and *Commission v Ireland*. Both cases related to the EU Directive on public procurement. However the ratio of those cases was based upon the overarching principle of effectiveness and Collins J. held that limiting its application to public procurement situations “cannot be justified” (at [44]).

But in obiter dicta in *R. (on the application of Berky) v Newport CC* Carnwath and Moore-Bick LL.J.’s comments at [35] and [53] suggested that the *Uniplex* ruling it applied only to grounds based upon EU law. The existence of a two tier set of time limits for challenges to planning permissions by judicial review seems with respect absurd. Sir Richard Buxton’s minority view in *Berky* that *Uniplex* disapplies time limits in respect of all grounds so long as there is an EU ground (at [68]–[70]) seems the more pragmatic. One, however, is reminded of the position immediately post *Factortame* in respect of injunctions against the Crown. *Factortame* had held that where a domestic rule, in this case the prohibition of obtaining injunctive relief against the Crown inhibited the effectiveness of an EU law right it must be disapplied. What was the position where the claimant seeks injunctive relief against the Crown in order to give effect to a domestic law right? Could he obtain injunctive relief against the Crown? In *M v Home Office* Lord Woolf in a speech endorsed by the other members stated:

“Since the decision in *Factortame* there has also been the important development that the European Court has determined the second reference against the Crown so that the unhappy situation now exists that while a citizen is entitled to obtain injunctive relief (including interim relief) against the Crown or an Officer of the Crown to protect his interests under Community Law he cannot do so in respect of his other interests which may be just as important.”

Lord Woolf went on to hold that there was in fact jurisdiction to grant injunctive relief against the Crown in respect of purely domestic grounds.

---

206 *R. (on the application of U & Partners (East Anglia) Ltd) v Broads Authority* [2011] EWHC 1824 (Admin)
208 *R. (on the application of Berky) v Newport CC* [2012] EWCA Civ 378
209 A view previously also expressed in *R. (on the application of Macrae) v Herefordshire DC* [2011] EWHC 2810 (Admin) by David Elvin QC (sitting as a deputy High Court Judge).
Costs in High Court Challenges to Planning Permissions

The general guidance on Protective Costs Applications (“PCOs”) is set out in R. (on the application of Corner House Research) v Secretary of State for Trade and Industry212 applied in R. (on the application of Buglife: The Invertebrate Conservation Trust) v Medway Council213 setting various factors which were to be taken into account including whether the application raised a matter of wider general public importance and the relative means of the parties. But the impact of the Aarhus Convention has altered the test for PCO application, at least as far as it concerns any challenge to a planning permission relating to an EIA development.214 In R. (on the application of Garner) v Elmbridge BC215 the Court of Appeal addressed the application of Aarhus to the costs regime.

Article 10a of the EIA Directive (now art.11 of the 2011 EIA Directive) provides that:

“Member States shall ensure that, in accordance with the relevant national legal system, members of the public concerned … having a sufficient interest … have access to a review procedure before a court of law … to challenge [decisions governed by the Directive which is] fair, equitable, timely and not prohibitively expensive.”216

The Court of Appeal (Sullivan L.J., Lloyd and Richards L.J.J. agreeing) allowed the appeal against the refusal of the PCO and held that in cases where the EIA or IPPC Directives apply, the Corner House conditions must be modified so as to ensure compliance with the directives. As such, the “general public importance” and “public interest requiring resolution of those issues” conditions in Corner House do not arise to be considered since the directives are based on the premise that it is in the public interest that there should be effective public participation in the decision-making process in significant environmental cases. The High Court was therefore not entitled to deny the appellant’s application on the basis that the matter did not satisfy the public interest tests in Corner House. The court then considered the requirement under the Directives that review procedures are “not prohibitively expensive”. The appellant in Garner was unwilling to undergo a means test in a public forum and there were only vague references to his means in evidence. The court expressed its reluctance to decide whether an objective or subjective test, or some combination of the two, ought to be applied in determining “prohibitive expense” as the issue was under consideration by the Aarhus Convention Compliance Committee, the European Commission, and was also likely to be subject to a pending Supreme Court appeal reference to the CJEU as indeed it was217 as to whether the test was purely subjective or objective. The Court of Appeal held that a purely subjective approach based on the means of a particular claimant, as taken by Nichol J. in the High Court, was not consistent with the Directives. The court stated that as a matter of common sense most “ordinary” members of the public would be deterred from proceeding with the case by the potential cost liability (estimated to be at least £60,000 plus VAT). The court noted the reluctance of the appellant to undergo a public means test, stating that investigations into the means of individual claimants may also have a chilling effect on the willingness of ordinary members of the public to bring environmental challenges, contrary to the underlying purposes of the Directives. The court therefore held that Nichol J.’s approach to the “prohibitively expensive” issue was not consistent with the Directive, and a PCO was necessary in this case if the proceedings were not to be prohibitively expensive. The respondent planning authority in

214 Even where as in Garner the grounds did not raise an allegation of breach of the EIA Directive.
215 R. (on the application of Garner) v Elmbridge BC [2010] EWCA Civ 1006. In Commission v Republic of Ireland (C-427/07) [2009] E.C.R. I-6277 the ECJ held at [93]–[94] that the Irish costs provisions which are broadly similar to those in England and Wales are not compatible with the EIA Directive. The ECJ accepted that in principle some costs recovery is acceptable. The ECJ did not go on to say what approach would be regarded as compatible with the need to prevent costs from making proceedings prohibitively expensive.
216 Article 16 of the IPPC Directive is in similar terms.
217 R. (on the application of Edwards) v Environment Agency [2010] UKSC 57. The hearing before the CJEU has only just taken place and judgment is awaited.
Garner had made an offer in open correspondence to agree to a PCO on the basis that it would limit its costs claim to £5,500 in exchange for a reciprocal cap on its liability of £35,000. The appellant rejected this and argued that there was no reason to impose additional limitations on the remuneration of claimants’ lawyers, which would have the effect of penalising a successful claimant in costs or requiring his legal advisers to subsidise the litigation. While accepting that there may be potential long term difficulties if modest reciprocal caps were consistently imposed, the court stated that these were systemic issues which could not be resolved within the immediate appeal. It held that, on the facts available to it, the imposition of a reciprocal cap of £35,000 as proposed by the respondent was fair and proportionate, and not prohibitively expensive. The Court of Appeal granted a PCO of £5,000 with a reciprocal cap of £35,000.

The CJEU’s judgment in Edwards (C-260/11) is presently awaited which should address the question as to whether costs are to be subjectively or objectively assessed and whether the principles can apply also at the costs assessment stage. The opinion of the Advocate General was delivered on October 19, 2012 and suggested that both objective and subjective factors should be taken into account but with an emphasis on wide access to justice and the public interest. The Government will probably await the outcome of that judgment before acting on the outcome of its consultation paper: Cost Protection for Litigants in Environmental Judicial Review Claims Outline proposals for a cost capping scheme for cases which fall within the Aarhus Convention.218

**Undertaking to give damages when seeking an interim injunction pending substantive judicial review of a planning permission**

The EU principle of effective protection extends to the question of interim remedies. The CJEU has held that, as a matter of principle, interim relief should be available until the compatibility with EC law of an act is determined, if necessary to ensure the effectiveness of the judgment which may find a breach of EU law.219 In private law litigation, of course, a claimant’s ability to provide an undertaking in damages is an important factor going to the court’s discretion in deciding whether or not an interim injunction should be granted against the defendant.220 In the ordinary case, so too it is an important factor in public law.221

In *R. v Durham CC Ex p. Huddleston*,222 the claimant was unable to give a cross-undertaking in damages in seeking an interim injunction to prevent further quarrying in accordance with the planning permission which was the subject of the challenge. Nonetheless, an interim injunction was granted because the case raised questions of wider public interest involving EU environmental law.223 A local resident relying, inter alia, upon *Huddleston* was able to obtain an interim injunction without giving an undertaking in damages prohibiting Hampshire CC from carrying out works to implement a planning permission granted to itself to construct part of a guided bus way system.224 The Aarhus Convention says that access to environmental justice should not be prohibitively expensive.225 The compatibility with the normal requirement of providing undertakings in damages for interim relief pending a challenge to a grant of planning permission is the

---

218 Consultation Paper CP16/11.
219 See *Unibet (London) Ltd v Justitiekanslern (C-432/05) [2007] 2 C.M.L.R. 30 at [47].
220 See generally CPR Pt 25 and Practice Direction 25 which deal with interim remedies in general.
221 In *R. v Secretary of State for the Environment Ex p. Rose Theatre Trust Co (No.2) [1990] 1 Q.B. 504, Schiemann J. held the court should be extremely slow to grant an injunction without a cross-undertaking in damages. See also *R. v Inspectorate of Pollution Ex p. Greenpeace Ltd (No.1) [1994] 1 W.L.R. 570 at 574.
223 One might compare the approach in *ex p Huddleston* with that of the Privy Council in *R. (on the application of Friends of the Earth Ltd) v Environment Agency* [2003] EWHC 3193 (Admin) [2004] Env. L.R. 31, which did not involve a question of EU law, the case being a decision of the Privy Council involving development in Belize.
subject of a government consultation *Cross-undertakings in damages in environmental judicial review claims.*

**Intensity of review of planning decisions**

To date the English courts have maintained a fairly robust if not always consistent approach to the intensity (or rather lack of) of review of the so-called merits of the planning decision. In maintaining the traditional *Wednesbury* unreasonable test as the appropriate test. In *Buglife* H.H. Judge Thornton QC in obiter dicta suggested that the *Wednesbury* approach to EIA challenges might not be correct. The EIA Directive was amended in 2005 by the Public Participation Directive to incorporate the requirements of the Aarhus Convention. Article 9(2) of the Public Participation Directive requires that parties with sufficient interest to challenge an environmental decision must have the right to challenge the “substantive legality” of that decision. This provision is directly effective by virtue of art.11 of the EIA Directive. In *Boxus v Region Wallaone,* the court held that art.9 required in respect of non legislative projects the ability to challenge the “substantive or procedural legality” of such decisions ([51]). Later, it said that national rules should allow the ability to review the substance of the decision. It is of course not clear what is means by “review” the “substance” of the decision. In one way that is what *Wednesbury* allows. However, the Aarhus Convention Compliance Committee at paras 125–127 in the Port of Tyne complaint decision doubted whether the general *Wednesbury* approach was compatible with art.9(2). Accordingly, it has been suggested by one commentator that:

“[T]here may be scope for arguing that the *Wednesbury* approach is too restrictive and that the courts should subject EIA decisions to a greater degree of scrutiny. The difficulty of this question may even merit a reference to the CJEU under Art 267 TFEU and it has the potential to have a significant impact on the nature of judicial review of EIA and similar environmental decisions.”

**Conclusion**

What themes can we draw together from this review? First, under the influence of principles expressed in international environmental conventions, the preoccupations of the planning system have grown ever-wider, even as those same principles have to some extent curtailed the discretion of the planning authorities.

In particular, decision-making procedures have become more structured to require certain factors to be considered, and to allow for input from consultees and environmental assessment, while statutory directions have been given as to the weight to give to environmental factors in some cases. Decisions are taken in an increasingly more transparent manner with a requirement for reasons to be given. The public has an increasing ability to challenge those decisions in the courts. These reforms have been piecemeal and there is significant cause to doubt how far the overall environmental impact of the new legal requirements has been positive. Positive outcomes seem to depend more upon the inculcation of environmental values than on the precise content of the specific binding rules that are imposed from above. We can see this very
clearly in the greatly varying approach to conducting EIAs across all the EU Member States, which show up the different value judgments being made as to what effects are “significant”. An important function of environmental law has been to raise awareness of these values and prompt decision-makers to think about them.

The greatest influence of environmental law has been on the conceptualisation, formulation and content of policy and particularly the statutory development plan. We have seen that at the level of rhetoric or ideology the concept of “sustainable development” has become an organising principle of the whole system, but that there is a long way to go before that objective can be translated into concrete steps at the level of the individual decision, which is still largely discretionary and unstructured when it comes to putting that definition into meaningful practice. Perhaps a better method is to look at “ecological sustainability”—something we see reflected in the obligation of the Habitats Directive presumption against the grant of consent for development that adversely affect the conservation objectives of a European Protected Area.

“If this concept [sustainable development] is caught between political vagueness and legal ambition ‘international lawyers could be serious about detecting its normative core’. Clarity can only come from defining the essence of ‘sustainable’ with respect to its object. The essence is neither ‘economic sustainability’, nor ‘social sustainability’, nor ‘everything sustainable’, but ‘ecological sustainability’.”

Meanwhile, the integration of various fields of policy has created an overlap in functions that has been abetted by the doctrine of “relevant considerations”. While this has not in fact expanded the number of relevant issues, the existence of other regimes makes for a more complex decision-making exercise where the sufficiency of the other regimes in regulating particular schemes is challenged.

The direction of travel, slow though it may be, is unmistakeable: the implementation of an integrated and plan-led approach to planning decision-making with an emphasis on “sustainability” being reinforced by statutory constraints on the taking of decisions.

Where we go from here

We should not be cynical. It is too easy to suggest that “sustainable development” is a vacuous concept. I suggest that it is a simple and profoundly important one and its realisation is actually very important. Plainly, it is not conducive to the long-term health of the environment or the well-being of the population for the wealth of the country to be stagnant or falling. It is also clearly vitally important to do this in a manner that does not harm future generations. We do however need to look hard at how ecologically “sustainable development” can best be put into practice. To do this, we need firstly to understand the economic and environmental costs and benefits of our current planning laws, and then to arrive at a consensus as to the optimum trade-off between the two.

More research needed

Having been descriptive it is time to be prescriptive. First, I make a call for more research. On July 12, 2012, the Foreign Secretary William Hague made a statement to Parliament calling for an “audit” of the impact of the European Union on the United Kingdom. He said:

“Today, I have published a Command Paper that sets out in detail how we will deliver our undertaking in the coalition programme for government to ‘examine the balance of the EU’s existing competences’.

The review will be an audit of what the EU does and how it affects us in the United Kingdom. It will look at where competence lies, how the EU’s competences, whether exclusive, shared or supporting, are used and what that means for our national interest …

As the European Union continues to develop … we need to be absolutely clear when it is most appropriate to take decisions at the national or local level—closer to the people affected—and in other cases when it is best to take action at the EU or global level.”

In this paper I have cast a look at how environmental laws have affected the planning system in this country, and an important component of those laws have been promulgated as a result of European Union action. One of my themes has been that in this field, European initiatives have been beneficial to the environment without undue cost, and so “more Europe” in this particular field may be a good thing. However, as should have become clear by the end of this discussion, there is still a lot that we do not know about how decision-making has been affected in practice. I therefore echo Mr Hague’s call for serious study of how environmental objectives have been integrated into the planning system, with particular reference to the effectiveness of European Union-derived laws. The implementation review of the Habitats and Birds Directives was a good step in that direction but its results were quite superficial.

I would suggest that we need research into the following areas relating to European Union law. First, we need routine follow-up studies to be conducted into the environmental effects of plans and projects, and a comparison with what had been predicted by their EIA or SEA. This will enable assessment methodologies to be improved. Secondly, more research should be conducted by way of interviews and observation studies into the extent to which prompting decision-makers about matters such as the Habitats Directive or providing them with impact assessments actually impacts upon their decisions and in what ways. Thirdly, we should investigate whether and to what extent national planning systems need to be co-ordinated or harmonised under the aegis of the European Union in order to achieve conservation objectives outside the especially protected areas in a way that gives developers a level playing field across Europe.

In the realm of national law, it may be that a set of absolute “environmental limits” needs to be built into Local Plans, that particular tests and presumptions for decision-makers need to be brought in (such as on climate change mitigation and carbon emissions), or that more prescriptive “bright line rules” need to apply to certain sorts of habitat or ecosystem which are not European protected sites. Protection of soils and landscapes may need to be more tightly achieved by bringing agriculture and forestry under strategic planning control of local authorities. Again, more research is needed to ascertain what is required.

More co-ordination needed at a national level?

One of the themes of government policy has been that “spatial planning” is an essential tool for realising “sustainable development”. Precepts must be related to places if they are to have any effect. The government recites the following “core principles” in the NPPF with regard to local plan-making:

“planning should:
• be genuinely plan-led, empowering local people to shape their surroundings…setting out a positive vision for the future of the area. Plans should be kept up-to-date, and be based on joint working and co-operation to address larger than local issues. They should provide a practical framework within which decisions on planning applications can be made with a high degree of predictability and efficiency”
• not simply be about scrutiny, but instead be a creative exercise in finding ways to enhance and improve the places in which people live their lives;
proactively drive and support sustainable economic development to deliver the homes, business and industrial units, infrastructure and thriving local places that the country needs …

• contribute to conserving and enhancing the natural environment and reducing pollution. Allocations of land for development should prefer land of lesser environmental value …”

What is true at the local level is equally true at national level, it seems to me. There, sectoralism and piecemeal development still reign. When someone proposes to build a high-speed railway, we hold an inquiry. When it is suggested that we construct a runway at a major airport, we hold an inquiry or consult on the future of air travel. We have planning going on with regard to water resources managed by individual water undertakers, which come forward piecemeal as plans and are not integrated into the planning system. We have separate biodiversity management plans operating to their own cycle. There are many thousands of pages of National Policy Statements with regard to Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects but they of course only apply to the sort of large-scale development that is reserved to the Secretary of State, are on the whole not site-specific, and are produced apparently in isolation from each other by individual Whitehall departments. Systematic strategic planning for the overall location of housing, industry, and infrastructure, and the protection of natural systems taken as a whole, is simply not done. What is wholly and very conspicuously lacking in England is a national-level, long-term and location-specific master plan for the future sustainable development of the country, which could guide individual decisions.

So I here float what some might think a radical suggestion: is it time to consider imposing a statutory requirement on central government departments to collaborate to come up with an integrated strategic sustainable development plan, to be put to MPs, debated and voted upon?

In Wales, the planning system is already structured around the Wales Spatial Plan that provides a 20-year agenda for planning. The Planning etc. (Scotland) Act 2006 requires Scottish Ministers to prepare a national planning framework, and its second National Planning Framework also runs from 2009 to 2030, designating 14 developments of strategic importance to Scotland.

Clearly, an integrated national development plan would be a radical departure from the Government’s direction of travel. It might be said that history is against such a proposal. The concept of simply an integrated transport strategy was the subject of satire in the excellent Yes Minister in Bed of Nails and attempts to coordinate even transport have proved problematic.

“Rt. Hon Jim Hacker MP: After all we do need a transport policy.

---

234 NPPF (DCLG, March 2012) para.17.
236 National Planning Framework for Scotland 2 was published on June 25, 2009.
237 The Bed of Nails is the 19th episode of the BBC comedy series Yes Minister and was first broadcast December 9, 1982 in which Hacker unwisely accepts the role of “Transport Supremo” with a view to developing and “Integrated Transport” policy for the UK.
238 A research paper published by Parliament in 2010 reflected on the question of how much policy is made by the minister and how much influence the civil service quoting from “A Bed of Nails”. The episode is often credited as being the source of the term “integrated transport”. A “Commission for Integrated Transport” was established in 1998 “to provide independent advice to Government on the implementation of integrated transport policy, to monitor developments across transport, environment, health and other sectors and to review progress towards meeting our objectives.” This was abolished in the 2010 spending review. In 2008, the passenger transport authorities in a number of major UK conurbations were renamed integrated transport authorities. By 2010 the Department for Transport had an “Integrated Transport Economics and Appraisal” unit which included in its remit to develop a strategic National Transport Model for use by the Department in the assessment of a range of transport policy options. The Model uses data on how people travel according to their circumstances and where they live. It takes into account the choices available and the use people make of the different modes of transport—car, rail, bus, walk and cycle. New Labour’s first transport white paper A New Deal for Transport: Better for everyone in 1997 resulted in the formation of Transport Direct which established a information system to “deliver an integrated and comprehensive information service for all travel modes and mode combinations and also to develop integrated information and ticket sales for journeys involving more than one mode of transport”. The first aim was achieved in 2004, a comprehensive national ticketing system was not. The Integrated Transport Smartcard Organisation was established 2001 to develop and maintain the relevant data standards for electronic ticketing, some regional systems are in use and Oystercard does allow travel on mainline rail and London Underground in the London area. In 2010, the new Government announced that it would introduce a national smart card ticketing system to make multi-modal journeys easy and seamless by 2014. In 2012, Heathrow Airport is still not connected to the West Coast Main Line. A link from the airport to High Speed 2 was considered but was discounted for cost reasons.
Sir Humphrey Appleby: If by we you mean Britain that is perfectly true, but if by we you mean you and me and this department we need a transport policy like an aperture in the cranial cavity.”

There is potential for major tension between local democracy and local wishes and the national interest. There is a democratic argument that it would be wrong for one Parliament to commit its successor which might be of a different composition. There is also a legal argument that Parliament cannot bind itself and so the whole exercise is futile. But these arguments are not insuperable. Governments already commit to long-term schemes so long as they have cross-party consensus. EU membership, the nuclear deterrent, the Climate Change Act regime and the Olympics project are obvious ones. But they are substantial all the same. It is therefore all the more vital that there be a stock-take of “natural capital” and prospects for growth at a national level, to lay the groundwork for informed debate on the merits and demerits of more integrated spatial approach at a national level.

Once a stock-take is done, there may be a need for bold thinking. Some districts include much greater areas of land of high ecological value than others, and a rational planner might restrict built development more in those areas and less in districts that are of lesser ecological value. Self-evidently, the north and the west of England have higher rainfall and faster wind speeds. It would be rational to plan to make it easier to develop reservoirs and wind turbines in these areas, and to build the infrastructure to transport the power and water to centres of population. Much research suggests that developing Green Belt land is preferable to encouraging lower-density occupation of the countryside and its resultant costly transportation of commuters and their necessities of life further out to the country. Should and could the politically unthinkable be done and Green Belts be radically reshaped?

But there need not perhaps be such a great leap as all that. There are already strategic plans for all sorts of development produced by independent agencies and by governmental departments. There are already nationally protected SSSIs, national parks, enterprise zones, national policy statements and so on. A national plan-making process would, however, provide an important chance to engage in “joined up” governance tying existing sectoral policies together optimally in a sensible way. A national plan in respect of fundamentals which was debated in Parliament and achieved Parliamentary consensus (just as Local Plans are adopted by resolutions of local authorities) could offer important benefits. It would offer stability and certainty for investors, particularly in low-carbon energy and infrastructure projects. It could provide for statutory compensation or incentives for those affected by development that was to go ahead in the public interest. It would also give a direct role to elected representatives rather than just to the Executive in formulating the policy, and so could perhaps hope to achieve greater legitimacy than the current national policies.

In that way the trend fostered by developments in international and European Union environmental law towards a strategic and reasoned approach to sustainable development could be brought to its logical conclusion.

239 Kate Barker, Barker Review of Land Use Planning, Final Report (HMSO: December 2006), pp. 8–10, 46–67. The Scottish Green Belt review identified similar concerns and considered that “green wedges” and “green fingers and corridors” as tried in Aberdeen could be better than encircling belts: Glen Bramley, Review of Green Belt Policy in Scotland (Scottish Executive Development Department, 2004), pp. 38, 45, 48, 113–114, 116.